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As available land for agricultural production has stabilized, farmers rely on fertilizer application 
rates to boost yields.  Consequently, nitrogen (N) use in the United States has increased nearly 
six fold in the last fifty years to more than 13 million tons applied in 2014, an increase that 
mirrors worldwide trends. The production of N fertilizer is dependent on energy inputs to 
convert atmospheric dinitrogen to a form useable by plants, so as energy prices continue to climb 
the cost of N fertilizers will increase accordingly. Additionally, the detrimental environmental 
effects on water and air quality of nitrogen losses from denitrification, volatilization, and 
leaching are well documented.  As such, improvements to nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) is an 
important target for future maize breeding efforts.  The objectives of this research were to assess 
existing phenotypic and genotypic variation for NUE related traits, and leverage that variation to 
understand and improve hybrid performance. 
Historical and elite germplasm were grown as inbreds and hybrids in highly managed multi-year 
field trials under varying rates of applied nitrogen.  Preliminary results supported previous 
research demonstrating N uptake efficiency may already be optimized, but there are 
opportunities to improve N utilization efficiency (NUtE).  Field based trials were subjected to a 
phenotyping pipeline that estimates N utilization as a ratio of total biomass to total plant N.  
Measuring total NUtE on both hybrids and their inbred parents effectively controls for the 
impacts of relative maturity and heterosis on this trait.  The results of this research indicate that 
available soil N in this geographical region is typically sufficient for inbreds to reach sink 
capacity, thereby limiting nitrogen response to supplemental N in inbreds.  The lack of N 
response in inbreds indicates that making selections for NUtE in inbreds per se will not result in 
efficient genetic gain.  Hybrids showed a consistent N response but do have a significant tester 
effect, so future research to understand the genetic mechanisms of heterosis is necessary in order 
to account for the hybrid combinations used in NUtE trials.  
The diversity that was identified through field testing and NUtE phenotyping was sufficient to 
support the use of genomic tools to increase NUtE in maize.  Among many quantitative trait loci 
(QTL) detected in a prior genetic mapping experiment, nine robust intervals were determined to 
account for 5-15% of variation for multiple nitrogen utilization traits across years.  The 
contribution of these previously identified QTL to NUtE among diverse maize hybrids was 
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assessed using a genome-wide association study.  Three of the nine QTL had significant marker-
trait associations within their boundaries and an additional 12-24 significant SNPs were 
identified for NUtE related traits that may provide additional genes of interest that were not 
captured by the IBM mapping population used for QTL analysis. A genomic prediction approach 
was used to capture small genetic effects across the genome. Within year prediction accuracies 
for genomic prediction of grain nitrogen were 0.5 when the training population is 30% of the 
total population, while between-year accuracies with a one year training set were 0.28.  Between 
year genomic predictions of hybrids using inbred data as a training set were 0.37 and 0.49 for 
NUtE and grain biomass, respectively.  Similar to predictions of hybrid performance from inbred 
phenotypes, the ability to predict hybrid performance from inbred genotypes could be improved 
with a better understanding of the genetic mechanisms underlying heterosis.  Including multi-
year phenotypes in the training set and expanding the model beyond just additive effects could 
also significantly improve prediction accuracies in the future. 
It has long been known that heterosis is related to the degree of heterozygosity in a hybrid and 
recent advances in genome-scale genotyping enable detailed estimates of heterozygosity.  Thus, 
in an effort to understand the genetic mechanisms underlying heterosis and how they impact 
complex traits, we conducted an experiment to investigate the influence of heterozygosity on 
nitrogen utilization efficiency and its component traits. Analysis of single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) markers in more than 400 maize genes enriched for regulatory functions 
and control of N utilization showed divergent selection among the major germplasm groups for 
temperate maize production, indicating that heterozygosity is a preferred breeding goal to 
maximize N utilization and yield.  In order to further test this preference, populations were 
created to maximize heterozygosity at three different levels: across the whole genome, within the 
previously known nine QTL regions, and at the SNP locations within the QTL that are also 
divergent between heterotic groups. Field testing of the populations for NUtE related traits 
indicated that heterozygosity is a preferred germplasm state for hybrid performance for grain 
biomass, stover biomass, and grain N.  Additionally, selection for heterozygosity on a limited 
number of informed SNP markers can provide the same level of heterosis as selecting across the 
entire genome.  This understanding of the importance of heterozygosity will be useful in guiding 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Background  
As available farmland in the United States decreases, farmers rely on increased per acre 
production to meet demand.  In maize production specifically, their use of applied nutrients and 
deployment of new technologies have resulted in the doubling of yields since the mid-1960’s 
(Figure 1.1).  During that time, farmers in the Unites States have tripled their nitrogen (N) 
fertilizer applications to 145 pounds per acre in 2016 (Cao et al. 2018).  The United States 
accounts for only 11% of global fertilizer N use, but worldwide trends follow a similar increase 
with global total N use reaching nearly 243 billion pounds in 2015 (Lu et al. 2017).   
While nitrogen fertilizer applications have contributed to the observed increase in per acre yield, 
they require a significant financial input by producers and have detrimental environmental 
effects.  Synthetic nitrogen fertilizers are a result of the Haber-Bosch process which converts 
atmospheric dinitrogen to plant available N using high pressure and temperature.  This process is 
energy intensive and as such the cost of production fluctuates with energy costs, but producers 
have seen a trend of increasing fertilizer costs.  Over the same period of 50 years during which 
maize yields doubled, the cost to farmers of nitrogen fertilizer has increased five-fold (USDA-
ERS 2018).  Between 2010 and 2017 the average cost of N-rich anhydrous ammonia fertilizer 
was just under $800 per ton, making the implied cost to producers $85 per acre for N fertilizer 
(Schnitkey 2017).   At more than ten percent of gross farm income at that time, N fertilizer 
expenses account for a substantial portion of a farmer’s input budget (Schnitkey 2016).  
In addition to direct monetary costs incurred by producers, increased nitrogen fertilizer 
applications have indirect environmental costs.  Recent studies estimate N losses from 
agricultural systems range from 22% to 66% based on the cropping system and management 
practices (Cassman et al. 2002, Jayasundara et al. 2007, Fuhrmann et al. 2018). These losses 
occur through the processes of denitirification, volatilization, and leaching which result in 
damaging effects on water and air quality.  Increased nitrate levels in groundwater and surface 
water from leached agricultural nitrogen have been implicated in various human health issues 
and in the growth of hypoxic zones in the coastal United (Nolan et al. 2006, Wang et al. 2016, 
Breitburg et al. 2018).  Researchers have understood the volatility of N fertilizers since their 
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rapid adoption in the 1970’s and have since worked to find an elusive management balance that 
maximizes grain yield while minimizing potential environmental impacts (Commoner 1977, 
Gourevitch et al. 2018).  There is evidence that world N losses need to drop below 15% by 2050 
in order to feed the world while keeping N pollution from reaching critical levels (Bodirsky et al. 
2014).  Additionally, recent enforcement of nutrient load limits by governmental agencies 
provides a more immediate concern for producers applying N fertilizers.  While management-
based balances are a short-term solution to these issues, it is apparent that improving the 
efficiency with which plants use available N is an important long-term solution to the economic 
and environmental issues caused by N fertilizers.    
Nitrogen Utilization in Maize  
Nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE) is commonly defined as yield per unit of applied nitrogen (N). It 
can be divided into two main component traits: nitrogen uptake efficiency (NUpE), which is the 
ratio of total N in the plant at maturity to total N supply to the plant, and nitrogen utilization 
efficiency (NUtE), which is the ratio of grain weight to total N in the plant at maturity. The two 
component traits describe different physiological processes in the N pathway, with uptake 
efficiency measuring how well the plant absorbs available N and utilization efficiency measuring 
how well the plan uses the absorbed N to make grain (Moll et al. 1982).   
Nitrogen uptake efficiency is known to be highly influenced by agronomic practices such as 
planting density (Barbieri et al. 2008) and N fertilization practices (Jayasundara et al. 2007), as 
well as root architecture (Lynch 2013) and environmental factors (Kirda et al. 2005).  In contrast, 
as a measure of the sink capacity and remobilization efficacy of the plant, NUtE is more 
sensitive to the physiological mechanisms of the plant itself rather than environmental conditions 
and cultural practices (Pollmer et al. 1979).  Nitrogen utilization efficiency indicates how well a 
plant stimulates earshoot and kernel growth using plant N and as such, is governed by a complex 
network of N cycling processes related to N remobilization efficiency and N assimilation 
efficiency (Masclaux-Daubresse et al. 2010).   
In addition to the component traits having a variable relationship with each other, they are also 
influenced by genetic differences and year-to-year differences in management practices, soil 
factors and climate (Asghari et al. 1984, Tremblay et al. 2012).  These dynamic relationships 
make consistent field trial and sampling methods important when identifying differences across 
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diverse germplasm.  In a typical NUE component trait sampling scheme, inbreds and hybrids are 
grown under high and low N treatments in fields that are groomed for N consistency. Spatial 
variation between treatments must be accounted for as N availability can vary substantially 
within a field area of 20 meters (Robertson et al. 1988).  Samples are taken at maturity and 
measured for biomass, N accumulation, and N partitioning.  Total plant N must be determined in 
order to estimate the aforementioned NUE component traits, which means grain N and stover N 
content are essential measurements (Pollmer et al. 1979, Moll et al. 1982).  
Diversity for NUtE and its component traits have been observed across a variety of maize 
germplasm including tropical lines (Abe et al. 2013), North American temperate lines (Balko et 
al. 1980) and European lines (Presterl et al. 2002). Researchers have capitalized on this diversity 
over the past several decades to make improvements in NUE.  Interestingly, because there is a 
negative correlation between the two NUE component traits and available N (Bertin et al. 2000, 
Worku et al. 2007) and most selection in modern North American breeding programs is done 
under high N, these NUE improvements have been a result of improved NUpE (Moll et al. 1982, 
Haegele et al. 2013).  This indicates that there is potentially untapped genetic variation for NUtE 
that could be exploited to enhance NUE, especially in low N environments.  
Genomic Tools for Improving NUE in Maize 
The release of the full Arabidopsis genome sequence in the early 2000s opened a new door for 
agricultural genetic research.  At the end of that decade the genome for the maize line B73 was 
released, creating a reference genome for the species (Schnable et al. 2009).  As technology 
advanced, the original B73 genome was updated with better gene annotations and more complete 
read assemblies (Jiao et al. 2017), all the while providing a base line for the development of 
genome wide strategies for understanding maize form and function (Hieter 1997).  Since then, 
the de novo assemblies of nine other maize genome assemblies have been released and genomic 
tools like the ones described here, continue to be refined for use by the maize community.  
Quantitative Trait Loci  
The mapping of Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) helps elucidate the mechanisms behind complex 
traits by associating those traits with their underlying genomic factors (see Collard et al (2005) 
for a comprehensive review of QTL mapping). Many QTL for NUE and related component traits 
have been identified in maize.  Some studies looked at nitrogen response and related traits 
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including stover/grain biomass and N content (Wei et al. 2012).  Others have mapped yield and 
amino acid content under multiple N rates (Ribaut et al. 2007, Coque et al. 2008).  A meta-
analysis of 190 QTL for yield and yield components from several published studies resulted in 
19 consensus QTL for high N environments and 18 consensus QTL for low N, many of which 
co-localized across N levels (Liu et al. 2011).  However, this meta-analysis was not able to 
resolve the QTL to single genes, indicating that the low marker density and limited 
recombination in the mapping populations for these studies limits their utility in breeding 
(Agrama 2006).  
Genome Wide Association Studies 
The advent of inexpensive and high-throughput genotyping technologies, including genotyping-
by-sequencing (Elshire et al. 2011) and skim genotyping with practical haplotype graph analysis 
(Bradbury et al. 2018), has increased the resolution of maps available to researchers.  Since these 
technologies have become widely available, genome wide association studies (GWAS) are often 
a common complement to QTL mapping studies. In GWAS, a phenotype is scored across a 
number of diverse individuals and the association between each genotyped marker and 
phenotype is evaluated to ascertain the genetic architecture of the scored trait (Korte et al. 2013).  
Unlike QTL mapping, GWAS can be used on diverse populations where abundant historical 
recombination can potentially resolve phenotypic effects to single genes.  The body of work 
involving GWAS on NUE traits is limited in comparison to that from QTL mapping.  To date, 
published GWAS using temperate germplasm involve only N metabolites and root traits rather 
than traditional NUE component traits (York et al. 2015, Zhang et al. 2015). 
Marker Assisted Selection 
For breeders, the ultimate goal of QTL mapping and GWAS is to incorporate the identified 
genomic regions of interest into their programs in a way that increases genetic gain. Marker 
assisted selection (MAS) most commonly involves the use of molecular markers to predict the 
breeding value of an individual, which is then used as an indirect selection of early generation 
breeding material (Johnson 2004).  Marker assisted selection is also used in direct selection with 
single gene integration (Tanksley et al. 1988) or single QTL introgression (Bouchez et al. 2002).  
Selections for multiple QTL using a summation index based on the number of positive alleles in 
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individuals was successful for NUE QTL in perennial ryegrass but the transfer of that method 
into maize has been unsuccessful thus far (Hirel et al. 2007).  
Genomic Selection  
Genomic selection (GS) is a breeding strategy that was proposed to address the inefficiency of 
MAS on polygenic traits.  In a genomic selection program, all of the breeding material is 
subjected to genome wide genotyping.  A portion of that material, called the training population, 
is subjected to both genotyping and phenotyping.  The training population is used to construct a 
genomic prediction model that estimates the size and scope of each marker’s effect on the 
phenotype.  Once these relationships are understood, the model uses the genomic information 
from the rest of the breeding material to estimate the total of the marker effects for each 
individual and assign them a genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV), or genomic prediction 
of performance.  Selections are made for the lines with desirable GEBV values for the trait of 
interest.  In contrast to QTL mapping or GWAS, genomic selection assigns every marker across 
the genome a breeding value and incorporates all of the markers into the prediction model 
(Heffner et al. 2009). Anecdotally, genomic selection is widely implemented in industry 
breeding programs, but nearly all of the published work to date with maize is limited to in silico 
tests of prediction accuracy based on cross validation of known hybrids, rather than performance 
of progeny populations.  Nevertheless, genomic selection in maize has been shown to be 
effective for grain moisture (Zhao et al. 2012), stover quality (Massman et al. 2013), and grain 
yield (Heffner et al. 2010).  Genomic selection was also successful under adverse conditions, 
including drought stress (Shikha et al. 2017) and N stress in the tropics (Lyra et al. 2017), 
indicating that genomic selection for NUE and component traits may also be effective in 
temperate germplasm. 
Heterosis 
Hybrid vigor, or heterosis, is a phenomenon wherein the progeny of a diverse cross between or 
within species shows increased size, developmental speed or fertility in relation to its parents. 
While heterosis can be observed in plants (Birchler et al. 2003), animals (Cundiff et al. 1974), 
and yeast (Bernardes et al. 2017), it has been most widely reported in plants, dating back to 
Mendel’s observations in the mid-1800’s (Mendel 1865). Shull first alluded to heterosis in maize 
when he noted that inbreeding maize lines resulted in decreased kernel yield and plant vigor but 
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crosses between these inbred lines would produce recovered plants (Shull 1908).  His 
observations were corroborated by East, who was conducting experiments with similar results 
(East 1908).  Shull was also the first to realize the effect that heterosis could have on seed 
production.  His observations were the foundation for the next one hundred years of maize 
improvement leading to a nine-fold increase in maize yields (Figure 1.1).   
Jones was the first to suggest the use of double cross hybrids (orange in Figure 1.1) for maize 
seed production.  This type of hybrid is the progeny from the cross of two single-cross hybrids 
and usually showed lower heterosis than the single cross hybrids, but provided sufficient seed 
production to be economically viable (Jones 1918).  In addition to out-yielding open pollinated 
varieties, these hybrids were also more consistent within a field, allowing for the mechanization 
and industrialization of maize production (Duvick 2001).  Part of that industrialization was the 
inception of hybrid seed companies that capitalized on the annual nature of hybrid seed 
production (Crabb 1947, Johnson 2007).  
The exploitation of heterosis by breeding companies resulted in the formation of different 
heterotic groups from which hybrid parental lines are selected after undergoing test cross 
evaluation within their groups for combining ability (Hallauer et al. 1988).  Genetic analysis of 
elite germplasm from different breeding programs with recently expired plant variety patents 
confirm maize population stratification into three main heterotic groups: Stiff-Stalk, Non-Stiff 
Stalk, and Iodent (Nelson et al. 2008, Beckett et al. 2017).  The efficacy of breeding maize based 
on heterotic pattern has been so successful that the development of heterotic groups is a research 
interest for other crops around the world (Meena et al. 2017).     
The phenotype of heterosis is a complex matter but can be simplified by saying that hybrids have 
a greater number of cells than their inbred parents due to increased cell proliferation (Uchimiya 
et al. 1973).  Interestingly, while we understand the phenotype of heterosis, we still do not 
understand the underlying genetic mechanisms.  As Shull and East conducted experiments 
focused on the inbreeding and outcrossing of maize lines, they observed that heterosis is under 
the control of many genes and that greater genetic differences between parents, or heterozygosity 
in Mendelian terms, resulted in a higher degree of heterosis (Shull 1948).  Building on the 
concept of the genome as genes at defined locations with different alleles, researchers proposed 
that heterosis was due to the interaction of different alleles at the same loci and put forth two 
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quantitative genetic theories to explain the phenomenon.  The first theory is the dominance 
model, which states that the mechanism of heterosis is a complementation of deleterious alleles 
in one parent with positive alleles from the other.  The second theory is the over dominance 
model, which states that the heterozygous alleles in the progeny are superior to the homozygous 
alleles from either parent (Lippman et al. 2007).  
While there is evidence supporting both of these non-additive models, there are also 
characteristics of heterosis that are not explained by either theory and have been the focus of 
heterosis research from the time of Shull and East through modern times (Birchler et al. 2010b). 
More recent findings have suggested that dosage effects (Birchler et al. 2003, Birchler et al. 
2010a), the degree of additively expressed genes (Guo et al. 2006) and small RNAs acting as 
effectors (Barber et al. 2012) are involved in the mechanism of heterosis. These new models 
bring an additional dimension to the challenges of predicting heterosis. As previously mentioned, 
initial hybrid predictions involved top-cross testing of inbreds with a tester to determine general 
and specific combining abilities (Fasahat et al. 2016). As genotyping technology becomes more 
affordable, companies and academic researchers are linking quantitative genetic theories with 
genotyping in order to model heterosis rather than test it in the field.  These models range from 
established approaches like genomic prediction models to new “–omics” based approaches that 





Figure 1.1 Historical Maize Improvement Maize yields showing increases after the 
introduction of double cross hybrids (orange), single cross hybrids (green), and 
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Improvements to nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) are an important target for future maize yield 
increases.  Understanding and identifying phenotypic and genetic variation for NUE are essential 
to optimizing genetic gain.  In order to assess existing phenotype variation for NUE and its 
component traits, we grew a diverse set of historical and elite germplasm in multi-year field trials 
under varying rates of nitrogen (N) supply.  High density genotypic marker data is available for 
most of the lines included in the research and many represent important resources for functional 
genomics in maize. We developed a novel phenotyping strategy using adjacent paired plots with 
different N treatments, an experimental design that minimized the effects of relative maturity, 
and included both inbreds and hybrids to examine the influence of heterosis on nitrogen 
response.  We confirm previous research that shows total plant N, and therefore N uptake, were 
previously maximized through breeding so N utilization should be the focus of future efforts to 
improve NUE. We find that inbred assessment in our experiments is hampered by the high soil N 
content, but hybrid N response is consistent and quantifiable. Additionally, germplasm groups 
vary in their response to nitrogen and this variation is reflected in the significant impact of tester 
choice on hybrid performance under varying N rates.  Similarly, the within- or across-group 
heterotic pattern of a hybrid’s parents influences its response to nitrogen.  The results from the 
analysis of phenotypic diversity identified available variation N utilization that can be exploited 
for NUE improvement, but also reveals the importance of considering specific hybrid 
performance when making breeding selections rather than the additive effects of inbreds per se.  
Introduction 
Nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE) is defined as yield per unit of nitrogen (N) applied and can be 
divided into two main component traits, nitrogen uptake efficiency (NUpE) and nitrogen 
utilization efficiency (NUtE). Nitrogen uptake efficiency is a ratio of the total N in the plant at 
maturity compared to total N supply.  As a measure of the plants ability to absorb available N, 
from both applied N fertilizers and from soil N, N uptake is known to be influenced by 
environmental factors and agronomic practices.  Plants absorb N from the soil in the form of 
nitrate, which requires water to move, so water availability and soil quality are two important 
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factors affecting N uptake (Meng et al. 2015, Hammad et al. 2017).  Nitrate uptake occurs via the 
root system, so root architecture is highly influential in N acquisition (Rogers et al. 2015, Kiba et 
al. 2016, Li et al. 2017).  Additionally, agronomic practices such as plant density and row 
spacing can impact how root systems grow and interact, thereby affecting nutrient uptake 
efficiency (Ciampitti et al. 2012, Postma et al. 2014). Finally, because nitrates move easily 
through the soil, NUpE varies based on production practices like N application timing, rate and 
N form (Subedi et al. 2006, Jayasundara et al. 2007, Maciel de Oliveira et al. 2018).   
The other component trait of nitrogen use efficiency is NUtE, which in cereal crops such as 
maize is a ratio of grain weight to total N in the plant at maturity.  In contrast to uptake 
efficiency, NUtE is a measure of the sink capacity and remobilization efficacy of the plant and is 
more sensitive to the physiological mechanisms of the plant itself as well as the network of N 
cycling processes that control them (Pollmer et al. 1979, Masclaux-Daubresse et al. 2010).  
Various studies have shown that historical improvement for NUE is mostly an increase in uptake 
efficiency as a result of increased post-silking N uptake in newer hybrids, aided by indirect 
selection for more efficient root systems (Chen et al. 2015, York et al. 2015, Chen et al.).  Any 
improvements in utilization efficiency are likely a manifestation of the decrease in grain N 
concentration and increase in yield while keeping whole plant N relatively steady (Ciampitti et 
al. 2013).   
The trend of stable total plant N throughout the era studies indicate an optimization of NUpE, 
indicating that NUtE and its underlying plant physiological processes are a realistic target for 
future breeding efforts. The breeder’s equation, first introduced in the late 1930’s, is a staple of 
quantitative genetics and has long be used to predict the response to selection, or the difference 
between the mean of the parents before selection and the mean of the offspring after (Lush 
1937).  An essential piece of the equation, and one necessary to make any improvements in a 
breeding program, is the presence of phenotypic variation in a population for the trait of interest.  
Variation for NUtE exists for many agricultural crops across environments.  Rapeseed, used to 
produce vegetable oil, is also known to have high NUpE and low utilization efficiency, but 
recent studies have shown a wide range of phenotypic variation across genotypes for NUtE in 
both greenhouse and field trials that could be capitalized upon for selection (He et al. 2017). In 
contrast to trends seen in rapeseed, wheat has N utilization efficiency ranging from 80-85% 
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across elite varieties but a wide range of post-anthesis N-uptake rates (Barraclough et al. 2014). 
Interestingly, variation for N uptake and utilization across sorghum varieties is observed and 
used in selection indices to select against high N uptake in an effort to prevent the accumulation 
of nitrate, which can cause nitrate poisoning in ruminants (Harada et al. 2000).  
Variation for NUE and its component traits have been studied in maize, but because of resource 
limitations and difficulties with confounding environmental factors they are often measured 
under controlled environment conditions.  In one study, evaluation of diverse maize genotypes 
under two N levels in a hydroponic environment identified two putative root transporter genes 
involved in N uptake (Garnett et al. 2015). Another study used lines grown in greenhouses and 
growth chambers to find genes differentially expressed between N levels in more than one 
genotype for robust identification of N cycling networks (Jiang et al. 2018). While these studies 
are useful if the intended goal is to understand the intricacies of N cycling, they do not replicate 
the many confounding effects of field-grown maize. 
Diversity for NUE and its component traits is also apparent across maize germplasm groups in 
field trials.  A number of studies specifically evaluated diversity for NUE in germplasm well 
suited for regions where tropical climates and low soil N hinder temperate maize lines.  Worku et 
al. (2007) assessed both the uptake and utilization efficiency of tropical maize lines known to 
show variation for yield under their typical low N conditions and determined that yield responses 
varied with additional N application. The variation in nitrogen response they found indicated that 
the interaction between the genotype and the environment should be accounted for when 
selecting lines to be grown under much higher high N rates. Others found similar inconsistent 
yield response between N levels with experimental and commercial tropical maize hybrids, but 
identified several lines that consistently ranked as high yielding when grown with either low or 
high soil N.  They recommended that those flexible lines be used in agricultural systems prone to 
low grain yield and inconsistent N fertilizer availability (Abe et al. 2013). Additionally, because 
of public importance of improved NUE, there are several published studies that indicate direct 
selection for grain yield in a high N environment can lead to improved grain yield under N-
limited conditions (Lafitte et al. 1994a, Lafitte et al. 1994b, Bänziger et al. 1997).  While less 
prolific, studies focusing on historical temperate, recent elite, and European germplasm show 
similar results, where variation for NUE component traits under high N exists and can be 
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leveraged to make improvements under low N (Balko et al. 1980, Presterl et al. 2002, 
Mastrodomenico et al. 2018).  
Measuring NUE and its component traits is resource intensive so many studies include only 
inbreds or hybrids in their trials, which does not provide sufficient information to assess the 
ability to predict hybrid performance from inbred performance.  Within the limited body of work 
that includes both inbred and hybrids in field trials, two studies found that hybrid performance 
could be predicted from inbreds per se for low N environments using tropical germplasm 
(Presterl et al. 2002, Zaidi et al. 2003).  Most studies, however, found very low correlation 
between inbred and hybrid performance and indicate that both inbreds and hybrids should be 
assessed for variation for N utilization efficiency (Balko et al. 1980, Lafitte et al. 1995).  
Much of the published research for NUE diversity indicates a focus on NUE for one germplasm 
group over several years or environments, sometimes for both inbreds and hybrids but often for 
just one.  While the use of a narrow germplasm pool identifies variation that can be leveraged in 
a specific breeding program, it doesn’t explore the variation found among all maize germplasm.  
The goal of the research described in this Chapter is to utilize a highly managed nitrogen 
response nursery to develop a multi-year assessment of inbreds and hybrids across diverse maize 
germplasm.  The comprehensive NUE data collected will be used to identify phenotypic 
diversity for NUtE and its component traits.  Additionally, the effect of environment, tester, 
germplasm group, and hybrid structure on NUtE and the grain biomass component will be 
explored.  
Materials and Methods 
Environmental Measurements 
Environmental data is collected on a daily basis by a State Climatologist Office weather station 
located at 40˚ 5’ 3”, -88˚ 14’ 26”, less than a half mile from the field sites used for the NUE 
trials.  Temperature is measured using an electronic Maximum-Minimum Temperature Sensor 
while precipitation is measured using a standard 8-inch rain gauge as described by the State 
Climatologist (Angel 2018).  Average monthly precipitation values were calculated as the sum of 
daily precipitation for a particular month divided by the number of days in that month.  Monthly 
minimum and maximum temperatures were derived from averaging the daily minimum 
temperatures or maximum temperatures, respectively, for that month.  Mean monthly 
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temperature is calculated as the average of daily mean temperatures over the month.  Twenty 
year averages were calculated as the average of the monthly means from 1997-2017.   
Low N plots received no supplemental N so the total plant N must come entirely from the soil.  
As such, the low N plots can be used to estimate soil N across the field site by converting plant N 
to a per area basis.  Soil N estimations for the field site for each year are shown in Figure A.1.  
Germplasm 
Intermated B73 x Mo17 
The intermated B73 x Mo17 (IBM) population was created by crossing B73 and Mo17and self-
pollinating the resulting F1 hybrid. Three hundred individuals in the F2 population were random 
mated through plant to plant crosses.  A single kernel from each F2 was bulked for use as a 
parent in the next generation.  Four generations of random mating to maximize the number of 
recombination events were followed by eight cycles of self-pollination through single seed 
descent, resulting in immortal recombinant inbred lines (RILs).  The lines were genotyped using 
190 restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers which were used to create an 
early genetic map (Lee et al. 2002).  Loci were later extrapolated from other genetic maps onto 
the IBM framework via their nearest neighbor to create and IBM neighbors map with almost 
5,000 markers (Cone et al. 2002). More recently Elshire et al used a portion of the maize IBM 
population to validate their genotyping-by-sequencing protocol, which is an advancement in 
affordable, high-throughput genotyping.  While the resulting single nucleotide polymorphism 
(SNP) markers were not used to improve the genetic map for the IBM population, they provided 
almost 200,000 markers with physical positions on the IBMRILs (2011). Subsets of these IBMRI 
lines were testcrossed to IHP1, ILP1, and LH82 to produce hybrids.  
Nested Association Mapping 
The nested association mapping (NAM) population was designed to capture maize allelic 
diversity for the high-resolution dissection of quantitative trait loci. The creation of this 
population is based on a well characterized diversity panel that contains 302 inbred lines and 
includes historical and current temperate lines, as well as diverse tropical, popcorn, and 
sweetcorn lines that capture the diversity available across public breeding programs (Flint-Garcia 
et al. 2005). A core group of 25 that best represented the allelic diversity of the diversity panel 
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and maintained historical recombination based on genetic markers were deemed founder lines for 
the NAM population.  They were crossed to B73 and 200 F2 individuals from each of the 25 
families was self-pollinated to create a population of 5,000 RILs, called the NAM RILs.  These 
RILs provide researchers with nearly 200,000 recombinant breakpoints across the genome, 
allowing for association mapping to a few gene or single gene resolution (McMullen et al. 2009). 
Some of these NAM RIL lines were testcrossed to IHP1, ILP1 and LH82 to make hybrids for 
field testing.  
Photoperiod Sensitive Maize 
Photoperiod Sensitive (PS) lines are those that are not adapted for field production in the central 
Corn Belt and exhibit delayed flowering when grown in temperate environments. Consequently, 
PS lines typically show increased leaf number, increased internode length and severely stunted 
grain yield.  This combination of phenotypic traits have a unique effect on harvest index and 
allow for an exploration of the effect of harvest index on NUtE.  Additionally, research  indicates 
that PS x temperate crosses produce as much biomass for ethanol production as temperate x 
temperate crosses, but require less N input (White et al. 2012).  This, combined with the 
aforementioned research related to successful direct selection for NUtE in PS breeding programs, 
indicate that PS lines may be a source of unique alleles for NUtE.  Several of the lines included 
in the previously mentioned NAM diversity panel are PS germplasm, as is one parent of hybrids 
included in a University of Illinois developed Brazilian x B73/Mo17 (USB) population 
mentioned below (Uribelarrea et al. 2004, Flint-Garcia et al. 2005). The lines considered PS for 
the purpose of this research are denoted as such in Figure A2.  In addition to their phenotypic 
similarities, the lines considered PS also show low genetic distances when clustered by SNP 
relationship (Figure A.3, green branches)  
Ex-Plant Variety Patent 
The Plant Variety Protection Act was passed in 1970 and provided 20 years of protection to 
breeders that developed novel varieties.  Consequently, most lines developed by commercial 
breeders and grown in widespread production agriculture were not available to public sector 
researchers until the 1990’s and beyond.  As this expired Plant Variety Patent (ex-PVP) 
germplasm becomes available, various surveys are elucidating patterns in breeding schemes and 
genetic contributions in commercial programs (Mikel et al. 2006, Nelson et al. 2008).  Seed for 
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inbred ex-PVP lines was obtained through the Germplasm Resources Information Network 
(GRIN) (USDA 2008).  
Illinois Protein Strains 
The Illinois Protein Strains (IPS) are two lines that come from the Illinois Long Term Selection 
project.  Originally developed to observe the impacts of divergent selection for grain protein and 
oil in the open-pollinated variety Burr’s White, this long standing continuous selection project is 
providing unique genetic resources more than 100 years later (Dudley et al. 2010). Illinois High 
Protein (IHP) and Illinois Low Protein (ILP) are derived from this experiment and are the result 
of selection for the ears with the highest and lowest grain protein, respectively.  After 90 cycles 
of selection, the ILP population was just under 5% grain protein while the IHP population 
averaged 32% protein.  From this cycle, thirty S1 lines were randomly selected for each 
population and self-pollinated to S4 inbreds.  The S4 inbreds were screened for grain protein to 
advance one high protein and one low protein ear to immortal S6 inbreds denoted by IHP1 and 
ILP1, respectively (Uribelarrea et al. 2004).  These inbred lines are commonly referred to 
throughout this research and should be distinguished from the IHP and ILP populations.  After 
48 cycles of selections, the IHP population was selected for low protein and vice versa for ILP, 
creating two switchback populations referred to as Illinois Reverse High Protein (IRHP) and 
Illinois Reverse Low Protein (IRLP).  These populations were subjected to the same inbreeding 
and selection scheme as IHP and ILP, creating IRHP1 and IRLP1 inbreds that are also used as 
testers in this research.  
United States-Brazilian Derived Lines 
The United States-Brazilian (USB) derived lines are the result of a cross between either B73 or 
Mo17 and the Brazilian lines 027, 339, 509, 633 or 900 (Selig et al. 1999).  For each initial cross, 
a F1 progeny was back crossed to the US parent and then self-pollinated anywhere from 5 to 8 
generations (Uribelarrea 2007). Restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis indicated 
that the percentage of Brazilian fragments introgressed into the BC1-S6 lines ranged from 1.7% 
to 42.1%.  These lines were created to assess the impact of introgressing exotic germplasm into 
temperate maize and are especially interesting in the context of N use because the Brazilian lines 
are not adapted to high N environments.  
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A list of all genotypes used and their respective group can be found in Supplemental File B.1. 
Field Trials 
Field trails were conducted between 2003 and 2017 in Urbana, IL at the Department of Crop 
Sciences Research and Education Center. Two fields with the same characteristics were used, 
one prior to 2009 and the other from 2009 onward. The soil is a Drummer silty clay loam with 
3.7% organic matter and a soil pH that averages 6.2.  The fields used for these N trials were 
depleted of N prior to use and homogeneity of soil N is maintained from year to year via a corn-
soybean rotation. Weed pressure is controlled using chemical spray application of Harness Extra 
5.6L (300 g/L atrazine plus 372g/L acetochlor) at a rate of 80oz/acre and hand cultivation.  Upon 
observation of drought stress phenotypes (eg. leaf rolling) irrigation was applied to the entire 
experiment.   
High and low N plots for each genotype were paired in adjacent ranges to create a split plot 
design with hybrid as the main plot and N rate as the subplot.  Within a replicate, genotypes were 
arranged by relative maturity in order to avoid interrow shading and expedite the sampling 
process. Prior to 2013, all plots were hand planted with 0.76 m spacing between rows.  From 
2013 onward, plots were planted with the same row spacing using a precision plot planter 
(SeedPro, ALMACO). Hybrids plots were 5.3 m long with a target density of 74,000 plants per 
hectare.  Inbred plots were 3.66 m long with a target density of 70,000 plants per hectare. 
Supplemental N was applied at the V3-V4 growth stage in the form of granular ammonium 
sulfate (21-0-0-24S).  Nitrogen was distributed by hand in a diffuse band in the interrow space 
and incorporated with either hand cultivation or by a rain event.  In this study, low N plots 
received no supplemental N while high N plots received 200 kilograms per hectare for hybrids 
and 100 kilograms per hectare for inbreds. The 2014 ex-PVP inbreds were grown outside the 
nitrogen response nursery at a single intermediate rate of 100 kilograms per hectare of pre-plant 
N.  
Field Sampling 
Plants were sampled at R6, or physiological maturity, a stage signified by the development of a 
visible black layer at the base of one half of the plants in that plot.  Sampling at this stage is ideal 
because the plants have completed remobilization and have reached their maximum biomass. 
Five representative plants from the middle of each row were selected, removed at ground level, 
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and partitioned into ear (cob and grain) and stover.  The fresh weight of the stover portion of five 
plants was recorded before the sample was shredded in a wood chipper (Vermeer).  For each plot 
a subsample (100-250 grams) of the chopped stover was collected and weighed.  These 
subsamples were dried for five days at 75˚C in a forced air oven.  Dry subsamples were weighed 
and used to calculate the moisture adjustment for each plot. This moisture adjustment was then 
used to calculate the whole plot stover dry weight from the whole plot fresh weight and stand 
counts.  A portion of the subsample was then mill ground (Wiley Mill) to pass through a 2mm 
mesh screen and analyzed for percent N using combustion analysis (Fissions NA 2000 N 
Analyzer).  
The ear portion of each plot was dried for 7 days in a 35˚C forced air grain dryer to 9-10% 
moisture.  Each plot was then shelled mechanically and partitioned into grain and cob.  The 
partitions were then weighed and prepared for N analysis.  From 2003-2011 a representative 
sample of 30 grams of grain was ground to pass through a 2mm mesh screen and analyzed for 
protein, oil, and starch concentration on a Dickey-John Instalab 600 near infrared reflectance 
analyzer. After 2012 whole kernels were analyzed for moisture, protein, oil and starch on a 
Perten DA 7200 Near Infrared (NIR) analyzer.  Both NIR instruments used custom calibrations 
developed from grain N concentrations obtained by combustion analysis.  The Kjeldahl method 
of analysis was used to convert percent grain protein to percent grain N (Jones 1931). 
A summary of the populations and crosses sampled each year can be found in Table A.1. 
Calculations and Statistical Analysis 
Total nitrogen utilization is calculated as total biomass divided by total plant nitrogen, while 
grain nitrogen utilization is calculated as grain biomass divided by total plant nitrogen.  Unless 
otherwise noted, a NUtE values refer to total nitrogen utilization rather than grain utilization.  
Grain yields are adjusted to 0% moisture for direct comparison to stover values.  
Response to nitrogen is calculated as  
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑁 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑−𝐿𝑜𝑤 𝑁 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑁 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
 (Krienke 2015). 
Hybrids were included in comparisons by tester group if one parent was a member of any of the 
tester pools (Figure A.2). 
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Coefficients of Variation are calculated as the standard deviation of the population divided by the 
mean. Homogeneity of variances between populations are assessed in R Statistical Software (R 
Core Team 2013) using the Fligner-Killeen test which is robust for use on non-normal 
populations. Sources of variation and variance components were calculated using the aov() 
function in R Statistical Software with group, year and N rate considered fixed effects. The 
t.test() function in R was used to do two sample means separation tests, with a Welch corrected 
two sample t-test for non-equal variances. Multiple mean comparisons are Tukey’s Honestly 
Significant Differences (HSD) with an alpha of 0.05 as calculated by the HSD.test() function in 
the agricolae package for R (de Mendiburu 2017). Density functions were created using the 
geom_density() function in the ggplot2 R package and are a smoothed kernel density estimate 
scaled to one (Wickham 2009). Box plots are constructed using the geom_boxplot() function 
from the ggplot2 R package.  The top and bottom hinges represent the first and third quartiles, 
while the middle line represents the median.  Top and bottom whiskers extend 1.5*Inter-quartile 
range from the hinge (Wickham 2009).    
Distributions were combined by year or germplasm group if the means were not statistically 
different at an α=.05 and the variances were not statistically different based on a Fligner-Killeen 
with α=.05. Figures A.3-A.6 have distributions prior to combining, as well as HSD and Fligner-
Killeen test results.  
Population structure was analyzed using TASSEL 5.2.50 (Bradbury et al. 2007) and R (R Core 
Team 2013).  The ‘distance matrix’ function in TASSEL was used to create a matrix based on 
Identity By Descent (IBD) values using the filtered SNP genotypes described previously.  The 
ape() package was used to create a neighbor joining tree based on the imported distance matrix 
(Paradis et al. 2018).  The tree was visualized and colored based on the categorizations of Romay 
et al (2013) and Beckett et al (2017) in FigTree (Rambaut 2009). 
Results and Discussion 
Environmental Variation 
Monthly precipitation and temperature averages over the 15 year duration of this experiment fall 
within the 20 year averages for high and low temperature and are often in line with the 20 year 
average for mean temperature. Growing temperatures during July are of particular interest 
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because of the detrimental effect of hot temperatures on pollen shed quality (Herrero et al. 1980).  
July temperatures in 2010 and 2014 were cooler than average, but bracketed three years of higher 
than average July temperatures. Record low July precipitation coincides with these high 
temperature in 2011 and 2012 when total monthly rainfall did not reach two inches.  While 
irrigation was used to mitigate the effects of drought, the dry, hot conditions likely compounded 
to affect field-based trials and should be considered accordingly. Figure A.3 has a summary of 
monthly precipitation for 2003-2017 compared to the 20-year average (panel A), and minimum, 
maximum and average monthly temperatures for 2003-2017 compared to the 20-year average 
(Panel B).  
Soil Nitrogen 
Small grid soil sampling for a single-row plot field would be resource intensive on a per year 
basis, so that is not a feasible option to identify soil N in an experiment of this scope.  A previous 
study of hybrids from various eras of plant breeding using this sampling method indicates that 
NUpE was maximized in early breeding years so the amount of total plant N is indicative of 
limitations in N availability rather than N uptake ability (Bubert 2014).  The low N plots in these 
experiments receive no supplemental N so their total plant N, converted to a per area basis, can 
be used as a proxy for soil N.  An analysis of variance for total plant N indicates that year is the 
significant main effect, which can be seen in Figure 2.1 as the differences in mean for the years 
2011-2017, five of which are statistically different from the mean.  2013 and 2014 had 
significantly lower soil N availability than average.  This could be attributed to cooler or wetter 
spring conditions that aggravate nutrient loss. Conversely, 2012 had higher than average 
estimated soil N.  Drought conditions throughout the growing season in 2012 could mean that 
there was a lack of soil moisture and applied N stayed in the soil to be scavenged by the plant 
rather than being lost to the environment after a rain flush. In addition to environmental 
conditions, the estimated soil N is dependent on the amount of N taken off the field the previous 
corn year and the efficiency of the rotation year soybeans to fix N back into the soil.  
Within-year variance on a plot-to-plot basis is the most important observation for experiments 
where soil N is assumed homogeneous.  A Fligner-Killeen test showed that the between-year 
variances were not homogenous (p=2.2e-16) but only 2.3% of observations fall outside of the 
1.5*IQR confidence interval for each year (Figure 2.1).  A deeper look at the estimated soil N on 
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a field basis shows that many of the outliers for low estimates of soil N are from inbred plots. For 
example, the two northernmost ranges in 2013 were inbred plots and show lower estimated soil 
N than the rest of the field (Figure A.1, Panel 2013). Inbred lines have a limited sink and their 
ability to reach their total N capacity without using all available soil N is an indication of the N 
supplying strength of central Illinois soil.  This quality is important to note when looking at 
nitrogen response to grain yield in inbreds.        
Conversely, outliers for high estimated soil N can often be attributed to commercial checks or 
common commercial hybrids. This is indicative of the general high level of performance of 
commercialized lines.  One example of this phenomenon are two ranges of hybrids grown in 
2016 that were selected to reflect commercial germplasm combinations and include commercial 
checks (Figure A.1, Panel 2016).  When compared to the whole field, they show much higher 
estimated soil N than the rest of the hybrids.  By design these trials had a large amount of genetic 
diversity so the outliers for exceptionally strong (commercial hybrid) and exceptionally weak 
(inbred) sink strength are expected compared to more narrow evaluations of breeding 
germplasm.  
Variation in Grain Biomass by Breeding 
Between 2003 and 2017, more than 11,000 plots were processed via the aforementioned R6 
sampling project at physiological maturity.  These plots included hybrids and inbreds from 
various germplasm groups at several N rates and have per plant grain biomass production 
ranging from 1 g/plant to 250 g/plant (Figure 2.2).  When separated into hybrids and inbreds, the 
hybrids show a significantly higher yield at an average of 89.4 g/plant versus 57.3 g/plant for 
inbreds (Figure 2.2). The distributions indicate that there are some high yielding inbreds, but 
none that out yield all of the hybrids.  Conversely, there are some low yielding hybrids but not 
many that fall below the average inbred yield.   
Variation in Grain Biomass of Inbreds 
Inbred yield can be further divided into high and low N plots.  It would be expected that N would 
increase the grain yield, as nitrogen response is well-documented in maize. While the 
distributions for inbreds at high N differ from inbreds at low N, the averages of 57.7 g/plant at 
high N and 55.7 g/plant at low N are not statistically different.  (Figure 2.3, Panel A).  As 
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previously mentioned, this lack of response is demonstrative of the high soil N in central Illinois, 
which provides enough N for the inbred sink to reach maximum capacity and perform at the 
same level as a plot with supplemental N. 
Environmental variation is a large factor in the range of grain biomass among both high N 
(Figure 2.3, Panel B) and low N (Figure 2.3, Panel C) inbred plots.  Under high N, observations 
in 2003 and 2013 as well as 2009 and 2017 were statistically the same and could be combined 
for analysis.  With an average of 85.3 g/plant, 2014 was the highest yielding year under low N 
because of the inclusion of several hundred high-performing commercial inbreds recently off 
their plant variety patents (ex-PVP).  With the exception of 2014, the year to year variation is 
lower under low N than high N, and most of the additional variation under high N is in the higher 
yield direction.  Previous comparisons confirm that there is very little nitrogen response in 
inbreds and the increase in variation for hybrids from one N rate to another reflects the 
interaction of environmental conditions and N remobilization.  Years with a wider distribution 
under high N had ideal conditions for remobilization of plant N to create high grain biomass.  
With the exception of 2014, the ranking of grain biomass yield across years displays minimal 
change between high to low N, indicating that the response to N, or lack thereof, is consistent 
across years (Figure A.4).  
Different inbred germplasm groups also show varied yield response to high and low N (Figure 
2.4). Under high N conditions, the B73 and USB groups were the highest performing (Figure 2.4, 
Panel A).  Since USB inbreds are mostly B73 and Mo17 with a small proportion of introgressed 
Brazilian germplasm, these two groups having statistically similar means and distributions under 
both N levels is a reasonable result (Figure 2.4, Panel B). As the most improved germplasm 
group, it is not unexpected that the ex-PVP lines were the highest performing under low N and 
were part of the highest performing group under high N.  Under both N conditions, the PS lines 
were the worst performing in terms of grain biomass per plant because of the delayed flowering 
and resulting shortened grain fill period.  The Illinois Protein Selection (IPS) inbreds are also low 
performing, likely due to their Burr’s White background being an open pollinated line, not 
improved germplasm. The PS and IPS lines, both groups that were never selected for improved 
NUE under high N conditions, show very little shift in yield between low and high N, meaning 
minimal nitrogen response.   
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Variation in Grain Biomass of Hybrids 
Hybrids require a higher N input to reach their maximum plant N than inbreds, so supplemental 
N does cause a significant increase in grain biomass for hybrid plots.  That difference is 
visualized in Figure 2.5, Panel A which shows the distribution of all hybrids [grey] overlaid with 
the distribution of those under low N [yellow] and high N [green].  When low N hybrid plots are 
parsed by year, there is a low distribution of values, with means ranging from 61 g/plant to 90 
g/plant (Figure 2.5, Panel C).  Under high N there is a much wider spread of means, from 90 
g/plant to 151 g/plant (Figure 2.5, Panel B).  A portion of this wider range can be attributed to 
the outlying high distribution of the 2009 data. This year may be aberrant because of the small 
sample size (n=152), the one-time occurrence of this sampling manager, this being the first year 
in a new nitrogen response nursery, or a combination of the three.  The rankings of annual means 
stayed relatively the same from low to high N indicating a similar level of nitrogen response 
across years, with the exception of 2003. The average grain biomass in 2003 more than doubled 
with supplemental N and moved from being the 11th highest yield to the 2nd highest compared to 
the other years, indicating a very high response to N in the 2003 season.  A majority of hybrids 
grown in that season were NAM parents crossed to B73.  Unlike the ex-PVPs these lines were 
not bred for high NUE, but rather were selected to represent diversity across maize germplasm 
much of which was not selected under supplemental N, so the potential high nitrogen response 
for this group, combined with an ideal cool wet growing season, may skew the distribution for 
that year.   
Most of the nitrogen response experiments included in this dataset were designed to test the 
genetic architecture underlying NUtE, so hybrid trials were structured as diverse germplasm 
crossed to a limited number of tester lines. When the hybrid observations are separated by tester 
the results are similar to those of the inbred groups (Figure 2.6). The IHP1 and ILP1 lines used as 
testers resulted in poor performing hybrids under both N levels because of their general low 
grain biomass.  B73 has high general combining ability, so its hybrids were generally high 
performing.  Two older ex-PVPs, LH82 and FR1064, had statistically similar means, indicating 
they also have high combining ability.  PHG84 was the highest performing tester under both N 
levels, likely because it is one of the most recent ex-PVP’s with a very high level of 
improvement.  These results are similar to previous analysis using replicated experiments 
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designed to assess the importance and effect of testers, where testers were identified as a 
significant effect in hybrid testing.  Those results also indicated that B73 and LH82 as testers 
resulted in hybrids with the highest grain biomass, while IHP1 and ILP1 hybrids were the lowest 
(Bubert 2014).   
That previous research also indicated that, while tester effect is important, the heterotic groups 
used in the hybrid pair are also important (Bubert 2014). When both N levels are included, there 
is little means separation between heterotic pairs (Figure 2.7).  Photoperiod sensitive by 
photoperiod sensitive crosses are the exception to that and have consistently low grain biomass 
across N levels.  The intragroup crosses of stiff stalk by stiff stalk were also low performing 
under both N levels, especially compared to the stiff stalk by non-stiff stalk crosses traditionally 
used in commercial breeding.   The intergroup crosses did especially well under low N compared 
to the other heterotic pairs, likely due to their increase vigor and ability to deal with abiotic 
stress.  This advantage disappeared under high N conditions because there was minimal N stress 
to cause a differentiation by hybrid state (Figure 2.8). Analysis presented here supports the 
conclusion that hybrids with B73 and LH82 as a tester are the highest yielding, especially under 
low N conditions (Figure 2.9).   
Variation in Nitrogen Utilization Efficiency  
The calculation for NUtE is dependent on grain biomass so trends in NUtE are similar to those 
previously discussed.  Like grain biomass, NUtE is significantly higher in hybrids than in inbreds 
(Figure 2.10, Panel A). When broken down into hybrids and inbreds, both show a significant 
difference in NUtE between high and low N environments (Figure 2.10, Panel B-C).  Unlike 
grain biomass, the low N plots have a higher value for NUtE.  This is consistent with previous 
research and is the result of low N plots increasing their efficiency as a response to the existing N 
stress.  Lines grown in high N plots don’t need to be as efficient because of their N surplus.  
This trend continues when hybrids are compared by heterotic pair under high and low N.  In high 
N plots there is very little differentiation between the heterotic pairs, with mean NUtE values 
around 100 (Figure 2.11).  Under low N, all pair averages were higher than under high N 
conditions and there is a statistical differentiation between pairs (Figure 2.12).  The interheterotic 
stiff stalk by non-stiff stalk hybrids performed better than the intraheterotic stiff stalk by stiff 
stalk or non-stiff stalk by non-stiff stalk hybrids.  Hybrids with at least one PS parent had the 
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highest NUtE, which is consistent with previous research (Bubert 2014).  These PS lines were 
developed in low N environments and are adapted for performance at low N.  Their ability to 
increase NUtE when crossed with other PSs, protein strains, stiff stalks, and non-stiff stalks 
suggests that these lines may contain unique genes that could help improve NUtE under low N.  
Variation in Nitrogen Response 
Since genotypes are grown in paired high and low N plots in a split plot design, it is possible to 
use the paired observations to assess response to nitrogen with minimal influence from soil N 
variation.  When the high and low N plots are compared, it becomes apparent that there are no 
genotypes that fall consistently below the y=1x regression line, indicating that supplemental N 
rarely results in a decrease of grain biomass (Figure 2.13).  Regression lines for both hybrids and 
inbreds have a positive slope, indicating that the germplasm included in these experiments have a 
positive response to nitrogen (Figure 2.14). When examined as separate groups, inbreds show a 
lower response to nitrogen than hybrids, which is expected based on the aforementioned ability 
of central Illinois soil to provide adequate N. 
The comparison of germplasm group means within the inbred observations show significant 
differences in mean.  The PS and IPS lines had the highest response to nitrogen due to the fact 
that that they were not improved under high N conditions (Figure 2.15).  A comparison of 
response to nitrogen between heterotic pairs in hybrids supports that observation, as the most 
responsive pairs have either a PS or protein strain as one parent. Furthermore, the stiff stalk by 
non-stiff stalk hybrids have the lowest nitrogen response of all heterotic pairs.  This group is 
representative of commercial maize germplasm selected for performance under high N 
conditions, so low response to nitrogen is indicative for indirect selection for performance under 
low N as well. 
Conclusions 
Paired split plot designs are a typical experimental design to assess both performance under a 
single nitrogen rate or nitrogen response of a genotype. In central Illinois, however, it is less 
efficient on inbred germplasm because of the high soil N capacity and resulting lack of response 
to N in inbreds.  This limits the conclusions that can be drawn about inbred germplasm under 
low N conditions, but does not prevent differentiation of grain biomass production between 
germplasm groups at high N, with more recently improved inbreds producing higher yields.  This 
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also holds true in hybrids where more recently improved inbreds used as testers result in higher 
average hybrid yield.  Consistent with trends in commercial maize production, between group 
crosses - especially those that follow traditional heterotic group patterns - result in increased 
grain biomass compared to within group crosses.  Similarly, NUtE differs between inbreds and 
hybrids, but low N plots have consistently higher NUtE than high N plots for both categories 
because of their N stress-induced efficiency. Based on hybrid NUtE in the heterotic pairs, it is 
apparent that PS lines may provide unique genes that contribute to nitrogen utilization under low 
N conditions.  This is corroborated by the influence of the PS germplasm on the response to 
nitrogen in hybrids, and indicated that these unique genes could also provide flex style efficiency 
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Figure 2.1 Estimated soil nitrogen by year. Calculated based on total plant nitrogen of 
plots that did not receive supplemental nitrogen.  Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
indicated that year is a significant main effect (p=2.0e-16).  The means of each year were 
compared against the mean of the entire data set (μ=97.9 kg/ha, dashed line above), with 
significance indicated above each boxplot. A Fligner-Killeen test indicated that the field 
variances were not homogeneous across years (p value=2.2e-16). 


















Figure 2.2 Distribution of Grain Biomass with Breeding Level. Kernel density 
distribution of grain biomass (grams/plant) for 11,050 observations, including 
inbreds/hybrids, all nitrogen levels, and all years (2003-2017) [grey]. Overlaid is the 
distribution of the hybrid [blue] and inbred [orange] subsets, which differ significantly 
for mean (μh=89.4, μi=57.3, p<2.2x10
-16) and homogeneity of variance (p<2.2x10-16).   




























































Figure 2.3 Distribution of Inbred Grain Biomass for High and Low Nitrogen by Year. (Panel 
A) Kernel density distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 2,121 inbred observations from 
2003-2017 [grey] at high [green] and low [yellow] nitrogen, which do not differ in mean 
(μhi=57.7, μl=55.71, p=0.1469) (Panel B) Distribution of 737 high nitrogen inbred samples by 
year (see Figure A.4A for mean differences and homogeneity of variances).  (Panel C) 
Distribution of 1,384 low nitrogen inbred samples by year (see Figure A.4B for mean 
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Figure 2.4 Distribution of Inbred Grain Biomass for High and Low Nitrogen by Germplasm 
Group. (All Panels) Grey distribution represents all 2,121 inbred observations from 2003-
2017. (Panel A) Kernel density distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 407 high nitrogen 
inbred observations from 2003-2017 by germplasm group (see Figure A.5A for mean 
differences and homogeneity of variances).  (Panel B) Distribution of 896 low nitrogen inbred 
observations from 2003-2017 by germplasm group (see Figure A.5B for mean differences and 
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Figure 2.5 Distribution of Hybrid Grain Biomass for High and Low Nitrogen by Year. (Panel 
A) Kernel density distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 8,845 hybrid observations from 
2003-2017 [grey] at high [green] and low [yellow] nitrogen, which differ in mean (μhi=110.0, 
μl=73.6, p=2.2e
-16) (Panel B) Distribution of 3,177 high nitrogen hybrid samples by year (see 
Figure A.6A for mean differences and homogeneity of variances).  (Panel C) Distribution of 
4,646 low nitrogen hybrid samples by year (see Figure A.6B for mean differences and 
homogeneity of variances).   












































































Figure 2.6 Distribution of Hybrid Grain Biomass for High and Low Nitrogen by Tester 
Group. (All Panels) Grey distribution represents all 8,845 hybrid observations from 2003-
2017. (Panel A) Kernel density distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 2,500 high nitrogen 
hybrid observations from 2003-2017 group (see Figure A.7A for mean differences and 
homogeneity of variances).  (Panel B) Distribution of 3,774 low nitrogen hybrid observations 
from 2003-2017 by tester group (see Figure A.7B for mean differences and homogeneity of 
variances).   























Figure 2.7 Distribution of Hybrid Grain Biomass by Heterotic Pairs. Boxplot comparisons of the 
distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 2,895 high and low nitrogen hybrid observations from 2003-2017 
by heterotic pattern. The coordinating kernel density plot, scaled to one, is shown at right.  SS: Stiff Stalk, 
NSS; Non-stiff stalk, IPS: Illinois Protein Strain (IHP1 or ILP1), PS: Photoperiod Sensitive. Mean 






















































Figure 2.8 Distribution of Hybrid Grain Biomass by Heterotic Pairs at High Nitrogen. Boxplot comparisons of 
the distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 1,151 high nitrogen hybrid observations from 2003-2017 by 
heterotic pattern. The coordinating kernel density plot, scaled to one, is shown at right.  SS: Stiff Stalk, NSS; Non-
stiff stalk, IPS: Illinois Protein Strain (IHP1 or ILP1), PS: Photoperiod Sensitive. Mean groupings indicated by 




















































Figure 2.9 Distribution of Hybrid Grain Biomass by Heterotic Pairs at Low Nitrogen. Boxplot comparisons of 
the distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 1,466 high nitrogen hybrid observations from 2003-2017 by 
heterotic pattern. The coordinating kernel density plot, scaled to one, is shown at right.  SS: Stiff Stalk, NSS; 
Non-stiff stalk, IPS: Illinois Protein Strain (IHP1 or ILP1), PS: Photoperiod Sensitive. Mean groupings indicated 


















































































Figure 2.10 Distribution of Nitrogen Utilization Efficiency by Breeding Level and Nitrogen 
Application. (Panel A) Kernel density distribution of nitrogen utilization efficiency (NUtE) for 
10,698 observations [grey] from 2003-2017 compared as inbreds [orange] and hybrids [blue] 
nitrogen, which differ in mean (μh=116.8, μi=75.0, p=2.2e
-16) (Panel B) Distribution of 7,667 
hybrid samples by nitrogen rate, which differ in mean (μhi=73.6, μl=114.5, p=2.2e
-16) (Panel C) 
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Figure 2.11 Distribution of Hybrid Nitrogen Utilization Efficiency by Heterotic Pairs at High Nitrogen. Boxplot 
comparisons of the distribution of nitrogen utilization efficiency for 1,151 high nitrogen hybrid observations from 
2003-2017 by heterotic pattern. The coordinating kernel density plot, scaled to one, is shown at right.  SS: Stiff 
Stalk, NSS; Non-stiff stalk, IPS: Illinois Protein Strain (IHP1 or ILP1), PS: Photoperiod Sensitive. Mean 
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Figure 2.12 Distribution of Hybrid Nitrogen Utilization Efficiency by Heterotic Pairs at Low Nitrogen. Boxplot 
comparisons of the distribution of nitrogen utilization efficiency for 1,466 low nitrogen hybrid observations from 
2003-2017 by heterotic pattern. The coordinating kernel density plot, scaled to one, is shown at right.  SS: Stiff 
Stalk, NSS; Non-stiff stalk, IPS: Illinois Protein Strain (IHP1 or ILP1), PS: Photoperiod Sensitive. Mean 
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Figure 2.13 Genotype comparisons at high and low N by breeding level. Results of 
paired plot N response tests, each dot is a single genotype grown in a paired plot at high 
and low N.  Inbred response [orange] and hybrid response [blue] show different 
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Figure 2.14 Distribution of Inbred Response to Nitrogen by Group. Boxplot comparisons of the distribution of 
response to nitrogen for 367 paired high and low nitrogen observations from 2003-2017 by germplasm group. The 
coordinating kernel density plot, scaled to one, is shown at right. Mean groupings indicated by letters are 




Figure 2.15 Distribution of Hybrid Response to Nitrogen by Heterotic Pairs. Boxplot comparisons of the 
distribution of response to nitrogen for 1,044 paired high and low nitrogen observations from 2003-2017 by 
heterotic pattern. The coordinating kernel density plot, scaled to one, is shown at right.  SS: Stiff Stalk, 
NSS; Non-stiff stalk, IPS: Illinois Protein Strain (IHP1 or ILP1), PS: Photoperiod Sensitive. Mean 
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Rapid advancements in sequencing technologies have resulted in the widespread adoption of 
low-cost high throughput genotyping like Genotyping-by-Sequencing (GBS).  Within the maize 
community, GBS-derived single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers are publicly available 
for many functional genomics populations and for a majority of the elite lines recently released 
from their plant variety patents.  The availability of high-density SNP markers for any 
germplasm of interest, paired with a multi-year dataset of diverse genotypes grown in field trials 
under varying nitrogen (N) rates, provides a unique opportunity deploy genomic tools in an 
effort to understand and improve NUE.  Using high-resolution linkage mapping, we previously 
identified nine genomic regions containing significant quantitative trait loci (QTL) for N 
utilization efficiency and its component traits.  Genome wide association mapping (GWAS) with 
a different population composed of the ex-PVP lines found significant SNPs within three of the 
known QTL regions and identified an additional 79 SNPs of interest for N utilization efficiency 
and related stover and grain component traits. The GWAS results indicated that NUE may be 
influenced by many markers across the genome with small effect size.  In order to account for 
the impact of small effect markers, genomic selection (GS) was used to make selections for 
improved NUE. Within-year genomic predictions showed Pearson correlation coefficients to the 
actual field values ranging from 0.37 to 0.49.  However, a genomic selection model built from 
one year of data for grain N concentration had lower correlation (0.28) between the predicted 
values and the actual values for the same population grown in a subsequent year.  While these 
model predictions were sufficient to identify and remove the lowest performing individuals from 
a breeding population, the results support the need to continually train a GS model using multi-
year diverse training populations.  Additionally, the low prediction accuracies of maize hybrid 
performance based on an inbred training populations substantiate the need to understand the 
genetic mechanisms behind heterosis to make accurate hybrid performance predictions.  
Introduction 
Since the first complete genome sequence was released in 1995 (Bult et al. 1996), researchers 
have spent millions of hours and billions of dollars trying to understand the action and 
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interaction of genetic factors on a genome wide level. Maize is no exception, with a substantial 
investment of money and intellectual property going into the first release of the B73 genome in 
2009 (Schnable et al. 2009).  Since that release, DNA sequencing technology has become more 
informational and less expensive, with the newest B73 genome release costing only $150,000 
(Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory).  The use of long-read sequencing technology allows for a 
better understanding of the repetitive sequences that are especially important in transposon-rich 
species like maize (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory , Jiao et al. 2017).    
Like many other genome sequences, the maize genome has provided a framework for specific 
gene discovery and annotation. The maize genome has enabled the expansion of resources like 
MaizeGDB (Lawrence et al. 2004), a repository for maize gene annotations, mutant phenotypes, 
and gene expression, each of which were mapped  to a physical position within the reference 
genome.  More importantly, in terms of technological advancement, it provided a framework 
upon which high-throughput genotyping, like genotyping-by-sequencing (Elshire et al. 2011), 
could be validated.  The existence of low-cost, high-throughput marker dense genotyping also 
encouraged the advancement of new genome wide mapping technologies including fine mapping 
of QTL and genome wide association studies, which has expanded the viability of using genomic 
tools in plant breeding applications.  
QTL mapping is a strategy used in the genome wide analysis of traits. This type of mapping is 
based on a linkage map, so it is limited by the availability of a mapping population in the species 
of interest and its resolution is dependent on the linkage disequilibrium and recombination rate of 
the population.  Quantitative trait loci mapping results for single loci traits such as disease and 
insect resistance have been successfully applied to breeding programs via marker assisted 
selection (Willcox et al. 2002). When extrapolated to complex multi-locus genes, like oil 
concentration or flowering time, QTL results are less likely to identify a specific underlying gene 
(Yu et al. 2006a).  The traits of interest here, including grain biomass and nitrogen utilization 
efficiency (NUtE), are not controlled by a single gene so gene identification through QTL 
mapping for these traits would require additional markers to narrow the intervals of interest via a 
fine mapping approach (Meuwissen et al. 2000).  
Association mapping was developed by human geneticists as an association method that could 
control for population structure in the model, thereby avoiding the need for a mapping 
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population. This technology was only developed after the advent of high-throughput genotyping 
and rose in popularity in the maize community once genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) results 
were accessible for hundreds (and later thousands) of public genotypes.  Korke and Farlow 
(2013) review the advantages and limitations of GWAS, but note that one of the most 
problematic limitations of this analysis is the lack of power to detect the difference between 
allelic variants with small effect size or low frequency.  
Genomic selection (GS) is an alternative statistical approach developed to overcome the issue of 
small marker effect size by incorporating all marker effects into one prediction model. GS is not 
meant for gene discovery and is very much a “black box” type of approach in that it provides no 
additional understanding of gene function, but it is an efficient method of selection and is used in 
both livestock and crop production where increased genetic gain is the ultimate goal (Wolc et al. 
2016, Weller et al. 2017).  While animal science breeders leverage extensive publicly available 
information about pedigrees in their genomic selection models, much of the work with GS in 
maize has been performed by commercial breeding programs, where reports of the success of GS 
are primarily anecdotal (Eathington et al. 2007).  What has been published about GS in maize 
comes from public institutions with limited germplasm and capacity to do broad scale multi-year 
testing (Rincent et al. 2012, Lorenz 2013, Rincent et al. 2017).  As such, cross-validation is used 
to assess theoretical improvements to GS models.  One factor that is now well-established is that 
single year training sets are not adequate.  Commercial maize breeding programs are selecting a 
proportion of individuals each year to be phenotyped and added to the training population to 
continuously train the model to account for environmental variation and GxE interactions. 
The goals of this research were twofold.  First, to use existing genetic variation in modern elite 
germplasm to validate existing QTL and identify new potential candidate genes for NUtE and its 
component traits.  Secondly, to use the broad dataset described in Chapter 2 to inform genomic 
selection models for improvement of maize NUtE and grain biomass.    
Materials and Methods 
 QTL Mapping  
The QTL used in this study were determined by Devin Nichols based on a population developed 
in 2004 and phenotyped in 2006 and 2007 (Nichols 2008). The mapping population was 
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established by crossing 243 Intermated B73 x Mo17 Recombinant Inbred Lines (IBMRILs) as 
females to Illinois High Protein (IHP1).  IHP1 represents the high extreme for N uptake 
throughout the season, including during the post flowering developmental stages, so it was 
selected as the tester to favor genetic contributions of the IBM parent to NUtE. This IBMRIL x 
IHP mapping population was grown in field trials in replicated split plot designs as described in 
Chapter 2 with B73 x IHP1, Mo17 x IHP1, and B73 x Mo17 included as parental hybrids.  
Phenotypes were collected using the R6 sampling at physiological maturity as described in 
Chapter 2.  
The genetic map and marker positions were based on those available from the Maize Genetics 
and Genomics Database for the IBMRIL population and filtered to remove redundant markers 
and create a robust map order as described in Lauter et al (2008).  QTL Cartographer Version 2.5 
was used to perform the composite interval mapping and permutation tests were used to 
determine the LOD significance thresholds for each trait.  Because the genetic map used in this 
study had a high resolution, a modified walking speed of 0.5 cM and a window size of 5.0 cM 
were used for the mapping intervals. QTL results were calculated independently for 2006 and 
2007 at both high and low N as well as on the combined two year means.  Multiple interval 
mapping (MIM) was later used to test for epistatic interactions.  
Additional work by Yuhe Liu narrowed these QTL intervals using a fine mapping strategy.  SNP 
markers derived from genotyping-by-sequencing that were located within NutE QTL were 
extracted from those publicly available on Panzea (described below) and added to the marker 
dataset.  QTL were re-mapped using the method above.  Permutation testing on a chromosome 
wide basis was used to determine QTL significance threshold, with 100 permutations per year-
by-N treatment. The physical locations of QTL were determined by using a basic local alignment 
search (BLAST) to match the flanking markers of each QTL to the B73 reference genome (B73 
RefGen_V2) at their unique position. 
GWAS Materials  
Prior to the 2014 growing season, 353 elite ex-plant variety patent (ex-PVP) inbreds were 
requested from the USDA-ARS National Genetic Resources Program (USDA 2008).  They were 
grown in 2014 in Urbana, Illinois at the Department of Crop Sciences Research and Education 
Center under a nitrogen rate of 100 kg/ha.  The inbreds were planted in 3.66m long single row 
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plots with 0.76m row spacing using a precision plot planter with a target population of 70,000 
plants per hectare.  R6 sampling at physiological maturity of each plot, as described in Chapter 2, 
was used to determine phenotypes for NUtE and component traits. For these experiments, NUtE 
refers to total nitrogen utilization efficiency and is calculated as total biomass divided by total 
plant nitrogen. Twenty-one genotypes were removed from analysis due to poor plot growth or 
missing data, leaving a total of 332 ex-PVP inbreds phenotypes.  
Anthesis dates were noted as the dates on which fifty percent of plants in a plot exhibited anther 
exsertion on the central tassel stalk.  Daily temperature minimums and maximums from the State 
Climatologist office were used to determine the number of growing degree units (GDUs) 
accumulated between planting and flowering.  Daily GDUs were calculated as: 
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐺𝐷𝑈 = [
(𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥)
2
] − 50,   
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 < 50 = 50 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 > 86 = 86.  Accumulated GDUs were 
calculated as the sum of every daily GDU between the date of planting and observed date of 
anthesis.  
For almost 250 of the ex-PVP lines grown in 2014, GBS-derived SNP markers were available on 
the public Panzea GBS data repository (partially imputed GBS dataset, ZeaGBSv2.7)(Zhao et al. 
2006).  For the remaining 100 lines, tissue samples were collected from the field plots and 
genomic DNA was extracted using a CTAB based DNA prep (Saghai-Maroof et al. 1984).  
These samples were then sent to the Cornell Institute for Genomic Diversity where GBS libraries 
were prepared and analyzed (Elshire et al. 2011). SNP calls were done using the Institute’s 
extensive tagsOnPhysicalMap (.topm) file, which provided high quality SNP imputation across 
the genome at the same 955,690 sites available in the Panzea dataset (Glaubitz et al. 2014).  The 
Panzea and in-house GBS datasets were combined and filtered to remove all SNPs with greater 
than 10% missing data and a minor allele frequency of less than 5%, leaving a dataset of 178,479 
SNP markers for inclusion in analysis.    
GWAS Methods 
Genome Wide Association Mapping was implemented in the GAPIT R package 2.0 (Tang et al. 
2016). Accumulated GDUs were used as a covariate in all models.  Model selection for GWAS 
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included a general linear model (GLM) (Pritchard et al. 2000), mixed linear model (MLM) (Yu 
et al. 2006b), Multi-Locus Mixed Model (MLMM) (Segura et al. 2012), Fixed and random 
model Circulating Probability Unification (FarmCPU) (Liu et al. 2016), and Settlement of MLM 
Under Progressively Exclusive Relationship (SUPER) (Wang et al. 2014). Model fit was 
assessed using quantile-quantile plots with the expected –log10(p) compared to the observed –
log10(p). GWAS analysis using the MLM algorithm was implemented for seven traits including 
stover biomass, stover N, grain biomass, grain N, total biomass, total N, and NUtE.   
Unadjusted p-values less than 0.001 and less than 0.0001 were used to determine levels of 
significance.   
GS Materials 
Illinois High Protein (IHP) and Illinois Low Protein (ILP) are the derivatives of selection for the 
ears with the highest and lowest protein in the population with 32% and 4% protein, respectively, 
after 110 cycles of selection.  At cycle 70, five plants from both the ILP and IHP populations 
were crossed, intermated for seven generations, and then selfed to create a population of 500 
Illinois Protein Strain Recombinant Inbred (IPSRI) lines that vary widely for grain N. A subset 
of 137 IPSRI lines were grown in 2009 while 378 IPSRI lines were grown in 2014. Grain from 
each line was collected and analyzed for whole kernel moisture, protein, starch and oil (Perten 
DA 7200 NIR). 
Tissue samples were collected on the 137 IPSRILs grown in 2009 and on the remainder of the 
population in 2014.  These samples were processed and analyzed identically to the ex-PVP lines 
described in the GWAS Materials section, resulting in high quality SNP imputation across the 
genome at the 955,690 sites. 
During the 2014 growing season, testcross hybrids were made between 353 elite ex-plant variety 
patent (ex-PVP) inbreds requested from the USDA-ARS National Genetic Resources Program 
(USDA 2008) and three testers from the different heterotic groups: PH207 (non-Stiff 
Stalk/Iodent), PHG84 (non-Stiff Stalk/Lancaster) and FR1064 (Stiff Stalk) for a total of 787 
unique hybrids.  Crossing all ex-PVP lines by each of the three testers would have been too 
resource intensive, so a selection of crosses were made such that the final population included 
within and between heterotic group crosses to diversify allele frequencies in hybrids. Of these 
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lines, 178 were grown in 2015 and phenotyped at R6 physiological maturity for NUtE and its 
component traits. These lines were used as the training population in genomic prediction with 
rrBLUP as described below, with all 787 hybrids as the test population.  A total of 113 lines were 
selected to represent the top, middle, and bottom ranked lines for both NUtE and grain biomass.  
These lines were grown in 2016 and 2017 in two replications at one N rate.  The 2017 plots were 
lost due to flooding, but 2016 plots were phenotyped at physiological maturity for NUtE and its 
component traits as previously described in Chapter 2.  
GS Methods 
Genomic prediction was done using the rrBLUP package for R (Endelman 2011).  SNP 
genotypes as previously described were coded as [-1,0,1].  The A.mat() function was used to 
calculate the additive relationship matrix between any SNP markers with a maximum of 5% 
missing data after imputation using the EM imputation algorithm, which is ideal for high density 
but incomplete SNP markers like GBS (Poland et al. 2012). The kin_blup() function was used 
for all predictions, which uses a kinship dependent G-BLUP model (G=K Vg) where K is the 
additive relationship matrix. This model estimates variance components via restricted maximum 
likelihood (REML) and can calculate a BLUP for every taxa in the relationship matrix even if it 
has not been phenotyped. Within-year comparisons with cross validation were used to test 
prediction accuracy with various sized training populations and 362,964 markers. Grain N 
phenotypes for the 137 IPSRI lines grown in 2009 were used as a training population in the 
kin_blup( ) function with marker data for all IPSRIs to determine genomic prediction values for 
across-year comparisons. 
Comparison methods 
GWAS p-values within QTL regions were compared to the p-values across the whole genome 
using a one-tailed t test in R.  
Pairwise correlations of predicted and actual data from genomic prediction experiments are 
calculated as Pearson correlation coefficients in rrBLUP in order to get a measure of linear 




Results and Discussion 
QTL Mapping 
An early QTL study from the Maize Functional Genomics Laboratory based on a mapping 
population of IBMRILs crossed to Illinois High Protein identified one hundred and sixty QTL 
for NUtE traits. The QTL that were consistent across years and traits defined nine robust 
genomic regions distributed over six chromosomes that account for 5 to 15 percent of variation 
for NUtE or its component traits (Table 3.1) (Nichols 2008). Some regions, like that on 
chromosome 9 are small in size with only a few predicted genes and have already been narrowed 
down to one candidate gene.  Others, like that on chromosome 1, are large in size and have a 
large number of predicted genes within the region.  The IBMRIL x IHP1 mapping population 
was created in 2004 and phenotyped in 2007 and 2008.  This means the QTL mapping was 
completed using technology of the times - several thousand microsatellite and restriction 
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers – which created a low-density map with poor 
resolution.  Fine mapping results narrowed some intervals but don’t provide the resolution 
necessary individual gene identification. (See Nichols (2008) and Liu (2014) for detailed 
information about QTL mapping and thorough analysis.) 
QTL mapping is based on a genetic map where marker position is estimated from recombination, 
whereas GWAS SNPs have defined physical locations, so the estimated QTL intervals need to be 
converted from flanking markers and centimorgans to base pairs. This was done using a basic 
local alignment search tool which identified the physical location of the genome sequence that 
matched the sequences of the flanking markers.  It was essential to do the alignments on the v2 
version of the B73 reference genome since that is the version used as a reference for the SNP 
calling pipeline for publicly available genotyping-by-sequencing datasets.  
GWAS results 
In the past ten years technological advancements have allowed for high throughput, high density 
SNP development across diverse maize populations.  During those same years the Maize 
Functional Genomics Laboratory continued to grow diverse populations in the nitrogen response 
nursery, resulting in the collection of more than 10,000 data points.  In 2013, SNP markers were 
released for nearly 3000 maize diversity accessions that had gone through the genotype-by-
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sequencing pipeline at Cornell University (Romay et al. 2013).  In order to supplement that 
release, nearly one thousand accessions from the Maize Functional Genomics program were 
extracted in-house and sent for genotyping through the Cornell pipeline.  As previously 
mentioned, these submissions included elite ex-PVP germplasm, as well as individuals from the 
Illinois Long Term Selection experiment.  
With the genotyping of these additional accessions, the overlap between available NUtE 
phenotypes and the SNP markers for the corresponding genotypes was maximized.  The elite ex-
PVP lines are the most recent and comprehensive set of genotyped germplasm and were an ideal 
choice for a genome wide association study.  
The same R6 phenotyping scheme and trait value determination was used on the ex-PVP 
germplasm as was used in the original QTL mapping population to make the results of this 
GWAS directly comparable to the original mapping results. Since NUtE takes many other traits 
into account, it was used for the GWAS model selection.  Figure 3.1 shows the normally 
distributed range of NUtE phenotypes within the population. Accumulated GDUs were used as a 
covariate in order to account for the effect of flowering date on grain and stover biomass (Bubert 
2014). Genome wide associations were calculated for the NUtE trait data using five different 
models. The output of the GWAS provides a trait-association significance p-value at each marker 
which are plotted as Manhattan plots (Figure 3.2). These p-values are the significance level of an 
F-test for the null hypothesis of no marker-trait association, so lower p-values indicate higher 
association. The models are shown in order of ascending computational need from low (GLM) to 
high (SUPER).  When the p-values are adjusted using a false discovery rate (FDR) correction, 
there are no SNPs in any model significant at a level of α=0.001.  Unadjusted p-values are 
denoted at two different levels, p<0.001 (blue) and p<0.0001 (orange) to identify regions that are 
most likely to be related to the trait of interest.  Interestingly, there are some regions with 
markers that fall within the blue and orange significance levels consistently across the models, 
including one at the start of chromosome 5 and another at the end of chromosome 8.  
The GLM model, which is a naive model that does not account for population structure, shows 
1692 markers fall within the two significance levels.  When population structure is accounted for 
(MLM, MLMM, FarmCPU, and SUPER) the number of markers that fall within the two 
significance levels drops approximately 10-fold (153-205 markers).  Quantile-quantile plots of 
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expected versus observed p-values, as shown in Figure 3.3, are used to assess the fit of the 
different models.  The lack of deviation outside the grey confidence interval means that there is 
no pattern of association between SNPs and the trait due to residual population structure. The 
GLM model shows very poor fit overall and the FarmCPU model showed several individuals 
that fell outside the confidence interval, so neither of these models were selected.  MLM, 
MLMM and SUPER all show similar levels of fit, so the model with the lowest computational 
need, MLM, was selected for use on the NUtE component trait sets.  
Marker trait associations were calculated for grain biomass, grain N, stover biomass, stover N, 
total biomass, and total N using the MLM algorithm (Figure 3.4).  As observed in the model 
selection results, there were no significant SNPs for any trait when an FDR correction was used 
on the p-values, likely because of the extremely high marker number used in this analysis.  
Again, unadjusted p-values are denoted at two different levels, p<0.001 (blue) and p<0.0001 
(orange).  Several regions are consistent across traits, including markers at the end of 
chromosome 4, beginning of chromosome 5, and end of chromosome 8. Genes located near these 
significant markers and annotated as being involved in N metabolism or N cycling could be 
interesting for further study.  
Since the same phenotyping method was used in 2014 on the GWAS with ex-PVP inbreds and in 
2006/7 on the IBMRI hybrids used in the original QTL mapping, these results are directly 
comparable.  The logarithm of the odds (LOD) plot for the QTL results and Manhattan plot of 
GWAS results are compared for NUtE in Figure 3.5. There are some locations across the 
genome that appear to have significant GWAS SNPs near the QTL regions of interest.  A more 
specific summary of marker trait associations for SNPs within the nine robust QTL regions 
revealed no markers with a p-value<0.0001 in any region and four markers across three regions 
with a p-value<0.001 (Table 3.1). The lack of significant SNPs within the QTL regions indicates 
that the GWAS did not directly confirm the results of the QTL analysis for NUtE. However, the 
regions with significant SNPs in the GWAS alone still warrant further examination as they may 
be identifying new genes of interest in diverse germplasm that were not captured by the QTL 





Within Year Genomic Selection 
The lack of success in identifying significant marker-trait associations via GWAS is validation of 
the importance of a strategy like genomic selection.  Because every marker is assigned a value 
and is used in the model, it is less important that causal variants be identified.  Additionally, it is 
an efficient option for complex traits that are influenced by many small effect markers, like 
NUtE. 
 An initial analysis using rrBLUP to do within-year prediction for both a small and large subset 
of the Illinois Protein Strain Recombinant Inbred lines used a cross validation approach and 
determined that prediction accuracy depended on the size of the training population used to 
develop the model (Figure 3.6).  As would be expected, a higher proportion of  individuals used 
in the training population resulted in a higher prediction accuracy by the model, regardless of 
how many individuals were used overall.  Like most published studies on genomic selection, 
within-year predictions using cross-validation show selection accuracies over 50% when the 
training population includes 30% or more of the total population.  The response to increasing the 
proportion of the population included in the training set was consistent across population sizes 
and years, indicating that the proportion, rather than the absolute number of lines, influences 
accuracy and stability of prediction across environments.  
Across Year Genomic Selection 
While the prediction accuracy was over 50% for within-year predictions with at least 30% of the 
population in the training set, the ability to predict between years - thereby capturing genotype-
by-environment effects in the genomic selection model - is more difficult.  In order to test this 
type of prediction, the grain N data from 2009 was treated as the training population for a model 
used to predict the grain N for all 378 IPSRI lines grown in 2014.  The results from this analysis 
indicate that the prediction accuracy across years and environments is significantly lower than 
the accuracy within years (Figure 3.7, Panel A).  When regressed to a linear model, the training 
population and test population had R2 values of 0.17 and 0.08, respecively.  This is not suprising 
to see, as many of the initial publications touting the prediction accuracy of genomic selection 
models used a cross-validation approach to test the model within the same year and location so 
the model didn’t need to account for environmental variation.  Additionally, the correlation 
coefficient between the 2009 and 2014 grain N data was only 0.35, indicating that year to year 
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variation influenced the trait but was not accounted for in the prediction. The extent of the year 
to year variation is apparent when the predictions for the training model are compared back to 
the original training phenotypes and forward to the 2014 data (Figure A.8). The 2009 phenotypes 
for 101 lines were used as the training set to build the genomic prediction model and those lines 
were then grown again in 2014.  The R2 of a linear model between the training set phenotypes 
and the predicted phenotypes of the same line is 0.9071.  This is a within year prediction so 
deviation from the trendline can be attributed to issues with the model.  When the predicted 
phenotypes are compared to the measured 2014 phenotypes with a linear model, R2 drops to 
0.1727.  Since this is a between year comparison, the additional deviation from the trendline is 
due to genotype by environment interactions that are unaccounted for in the model.  
As an added level of variation, the 2009 grain N measures were obtained from ground samples 
on a Dickey John, while the 2014 grain N values were obtained from whole kernel samples on a 
Perten NIR.  Based on direct comparisons of the same kernel samples assayed with both 
methods, the change in data collection should result in a linear shift in phenotypic value, but 
could be contributing to non-linear shifts. When rank values are compared, rather than absolute 
phenotypes, the accuracy between prediction and test values is almost non-existent (Figure 3.7, 
Panel B).  This is a reflection of the non-linear response of grain protein between environments.  
Different inbreds are reacting to the environments in different ways and having varied response 
manifesting in their grain protein values.   
It is also possible that the lack of success with genomic prediction for grain protein in the IPSRI 
population between years is related to the genetic architecture controlling grain protein.  A trait 
like grain protein may not be a complex, polygenic trait and may be more suited for a GWAS or 
QTL based selection approach.  NUtE and grain biomass, however, are both traits known to have 
complex genetic architecture and could be candidates for successful genomic selection.  
A designed population of ex-PVP hybrids were created in 2014 maximize both within and across 
heterotic pool allele combinations for the project described in Chapter 4, consequently making 
available a pool of hybrids with diverse phenotypes, robust R6 phenotype measurements, and 
existing SNP genotype data.  The subset of these lines grown in 2015 were used as a training 
population to make genomic predictions across the rest of the hybrid population, and selections 
were then made from those predicted values.  In order to capture accuracy estimates across the 
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phenotypic distribution, lines for high and low NUtE and grain biomass were selected for 
evaluation.  A comparison of the two replications in 2016 shows the within-year variation for 
both grain biomass and NUtE, with correlations between the two reps of 0.37 and 0.49, 
respectively (Figure 3.8).  Variation off the [1,1] line must be a combination of within-field 
environmental variation, magnified GxE response as a result of within field variation, or 
variation due to sampling reproducibility.  
Prediction accuracies for NUtE were slightly higher, but the model did a better job of 
maintaining predictions at lower NUtE values (Figure 3.9, Panel A).  Lines with lower predicted 
NUtE maintained a lower actual NUtE in the field.  At high predicted NUtE, however, the 
distribution of actual values was very wide with some low performing lines included. The ability 
to make better predictions at low NUtE is reflected in the trend for lines predicted to rank low for 
NUtE were also observed to show low actual NUtE (Figure 3.9, Panel B).   
For the grain biomass trait, the genomic prediction model was able to generally predict the high 
performing lines and low performing lines as the two groups on the left and right of Figure 3.10 
Panel A.  Lines with moderate grain biomass in the middle cluster were not accurately predicted 
by the model. This is confirmed by the lack of pattern in a comparison of the predicted and 
actual grain biomass ranks (Figure 3.10, Panel B).  
Conclusions 
The development of low-cost, high-throughput genotyping strategies have allowed for 
unprecedented growth in the genomics area.  Traditional QTL mapping identified nine robust 
QTL for NUtE and its component traits.  A GWAS analysis could be used to validate those QTL 
or identify regions with causal variants but, as shown here, is less effective on a complex trait 
like NUtE.  These traits are better served using a strategy like genomic selection, where a 
phenotypic effect is calculated for each marker and all marker effects are taken into account in 
the model.  Model selection is extremely important for genomic selection in order to maintain 
high prediction accuracy across genotypic distributions.  Additionally, it is important to account 
for environmental variation in genomic prediction models, which could be done by having multi-
year data in the training population with year as a covariate.  The capability to include multi-year 
reproducible data sets in genomic selection is very likely the reason commercial breeding 
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programs claim anecdotal success with genomic prediction, but public research is validated in 
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1-375 csu3 umc2025 81361551 93673942 S1_92348739 0.0129 0 0 
2-323 mmc0401 umc1079 142198250 148709649 S2_144169184 0.0008 1 0 
3-310 cdo105 csu184 144466418 156255753 S3_154124795 0.0147 0 0 
4-385 umc19 mmp115 172465264 198339774 S4_196808189 0.0001 2 0 
4-539 umc2139 umc1999 219582837 226268100 S4_223079346 0.0010 1 0 
6-79 uck1 uaz232b 3058734 31687703 S6_31035380 0.1699 0 0 
6-126 umc1257 umc1595 90544455 95251373 S6_94852063 0.0031 0 0 
6-480 mmp105 agp2 166345803 166687872 S6_166637478 0.0323 0 0 
9-24 bnlg2122 umc1867 4790431 5023949 S9_5005722 0.0175 0 0 
Table 3.1 Analysis of GWAS results within QTL intervals Results of the QTL mapping from Liu (2014) with BLAST derived 
physical locations from B73 v2.  The location and p-value for the most significant marker within each of the nine robust QTL 
regions were identified from a MLM based GWAS analysis.  The total number of SNPs within the regions with unadjusted p-
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Figure 3.1 Phenotypic Distribution (Panel A) Distribution of nitrogen utilization 
















































































Figure 3.2 GWAS Model Selection Manhattan plot results of GWAS on NUtE using 
178,479 markers and accumulated GDUs as a covariate for 5 different models. 
Unadjusted p-values colored as significant at p<.001 (blue) and p<.0001 (orange). The 






























Figure 3.3 GWAS Model Fit Quantile-Quantile plots for each of the five models used in GWAS as a visualization of model 
fit. A higher proportion of expected versus observed dots (blue) falling within the confidence interval (grey) of the 1:1 line 
(red) indicate that the model is properly accounting for population structure within the data.  
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Figure 3.4 GWAS on NUtE Component Traits Manhattan plots of GWAS results for 
NUtE and 6 additional component traits using the MLM algorithm. Unadjusted p-
values colored as significant at p<.001 (blue) and p<.0001 (orange). The number of 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of QTL Mapping and Genome Wide Association Mapping Results (Panel A) Genome 
wide logarithm of the odds plot showing results of QTL mapping of the IBMRIL x IHP Population for nitrogen 
utilization efficiency at two N rates for two years. Modified from Liu (Cao et al. 2018).  (Panel B) Manhattan 
plot of GWAS results for NUtE in ex-PVP germplasm using MLM algorithm. Marker density across the 
genome is shown at the bottom of the plot.  
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Size (% of Total) 
# in Training 
Pop (2009) 
# in Training 
Pop (2014) 
0.87 0.86 90 123 338 
0.79 0.79 80 109 300 
0.74 0.75 70 95 262 
0.71 0.73 60 81 225 
0.66 0.66 50 68 188 
0.56 0.51 40 54 150 
0.5 0.47 30 40 112 
0.34 0.32 20 26 74 
0.18 0.09 10 13 37 
Figure 3.6 Genomic Selection Accuracy and Training Population Size. Grain 
protein measurements in the IPSRI population in two different years were used to 
test the effects of training population size on prediction accuracy.  Cross validation 
using 362,964 markers on the 137 genotypes grown in 2009 and 378 genotypes 
grown in 2014 show prediction accuracy for test populations ranging from 10-90 





























Figure 3.7 Genomic Selection Accuracy for Grain Protein Between Years.  137 
IPSRI genotypes grown in 2009 were used as the training population to make 
predictions for 378 IPSRI genotypes which were grown in 2014. (Panel A) Paired 
comparison of predicted grain nitrogen with actual grain nitrogen.  A portion of 
the training set was included in the 2014 testing. (Panel B) Paired comparison of 
the predicted rankings of grain protein and the actual rankings of grain protein for 



















Predicted Protein % Training Population
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y = 0.8004x + 1.8031    R² = 0.1727 (Training Population) 
 



































































Nitrogen Utilization Efficiency Rep 1
A 
B 
Figure 3.8 Within Year Repeatability of Grain Biomass and NUtE.  113 diverse 
hybrids were selected via genomic prediction and grown in two replicates in 
2016 (Panel A) Paired comparison of grain biomass (g/plant) between the two 
replications with a correlation coefficient of 0.37. (Panel B) Paired comparison 
of nitrogen utilization efficiency between the two replications with a correlation 









































































Predicted Nitrogen Utilization Efficiency Rank
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B 
Figure 3.9 Prediction Accuracy of Genomic Selection for Nitrogen Utilization 
Efficiency.  113 diverse hybrids were selected via genomic prediction for 
nitrogen utilization efficiency and grain biomass and grown in two replicates in 
2016.  Replicates were averaged for comparison to predicted values. (Panel A) 
Paired comparison of the predicted nitrogen utilization efficiency and the actual 
nitrogen utilization efficiency. (Panel B) Paired comparison of the predicted rank 
of hybrids by nitrogen utilization efficiency and the actual rank of hybrids by 
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B 
Figure 3.10 Prediction Accuracy of Genomic Selection for Grain Biomass. 
113 diverse hybrids were selected via genomic prediction for nitrogen 
utilization efficiency and grain biomass and grown in two replicates in 2016.  
Replicates were averaged for comparison to predicted values. (Panel A) Paired 
comparison of the predicted grain biomass (g/ plant) and the actual grain 
biomass (g/ plant). (Panel B) Paired comparison of the predicted rank of 
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Extensive field testing, combined with functional genomic analysis, has identified a complex 
genetic architecture controlling nitrogen (N) utilization.  Among many quantitative trait loci 
(QTL) found in hybrids between the Intermated B73 x Mo17 (IBM) population, nine robust 
intervals were previously determined to account for 5-15% of variation for multiple N 
utilization traits across years.  Allelic combinations associated with enhanced N utilization at 
these intervals were identified in the.  Hybrid field testing of those IBM lines with haplotypes 
showing maximum enrichment of potential high NUE QTL alleles indicate that the genome-
wide influence of the tester chosen to produce hybrids has a stronger impact on NUE traits than 
combinations of individual QTLs.  Additional investigation of single nucleotide polymorphism 
(SNP) markers in more than 400 maize genes enriched for regulatory functions and control of 
N utilization showed divergent selection among the major germplasm groups for temperate 
maize production, indicating that heterozygosity is a preferred breeding goal to maximize N 
utilization and yield.  In order to test the impact of heterozygosity on NUE in recent 
germplasm, pseudo hybrid genotypes were created from genome-wide SNP data for recent elite 
inbred lines.  Three new sub-populations were created in a way that maximized heterozygosity 
across the entire genome, within the nine QTL regions identified as important for N utilization, 
or for SNPs that were highly divergent within the mapping populations.  Field testing 
confirmed that heterozygosity is the preferred breeding goal for hybrid performance but each 
major germplasm group may have their own contributions to hybrid performance for a specific 
trait.  
Introduction 
Heterosis the term used to describe the improved stature, performance, and fertility of a hybrid 
offspring.  It was observed by Darwin in the late 19th century as part of his experimentation with 
cross pollination and has been widely studied by geneticists since (Darwin 1876, East 1908, 
Birchler 2015).   Phenotypically, increased plant growth in hybrids is known to be the result of 
higher cell number rather than cell size.  An understanding of the genetic architecture of 
heterosis, however, is more elusive. Recent research indicates that the degree of additively 
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expressed genes, dosage effects or small RNAs acting as effectors could be influencing 
heterosis (Guo et al. 2006, Birchler et al. 2010, Barber et al. 2012).  There are also recent 
indications that epigenetic factors are a cause of heterosis rather than a consequence (Lauss et 
al. 2018).  
These new genomic theories provide some insight as to the factors that may be controlling 
heterosis, but the lack of detailed understanding means that modelling heterosis for practical 
applications relies heavily on quantitative genetic theories including dominance, over-
dominance, pseudo-overdominance and epistasis.  In the dominance model, dominant alleles 
from one parent suppress deleterious recessive alleles from another parent.  The overdominance 
model suggests that heterozygosity at specific loci cause superior performance of hybrids 
relative to completely homozygous inbreds.  Epistasis posits that non-allelic genes from the 
parental lines interact in a hybrid to improve performance (Fujimoto et al. 2018).  Many studies 
indicate that one single genetic theory is not substantial to explain heterosis and the true cause 
of heterosis could be a combination of the theories that varies by trait (Li et al. 2008, Flint-
Garcia et al. 2009).  
Recent improvements in the cost efficiency of genotyping technologies have resulted in the 
ability to put high density genetic markers, typically single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 
on a diverse array of inbred genotypes.  With these markers available, the genetic patterns 
related to heterosis can be assessed at the genomic scale.  Analysis of historical nested 
association mapping panel inbreds with less dense simple sequence repeat markers indicated 
that inbreds are highly homozygous and within group allelic diversity is extremely low (Liu et 
al. 2003). The assumption of highly homozygous inbreds is supported by next generation 
sequencing results which identify millions of SNP markers on thousands of inbred lines and 
find heterozygous loci at less than a quarter of one percent of sites (Romay et al. 2013, Beckett 
et al. 2017).  These sites are always removed as incorrect SNP calls because of the near zero 
likelihood of highly inbred lines (S7 or greater) having heterozygous alleles.  
In commercial maize breeding programs, hybrids are created by making crosses between 
germplasm groups, typically referred to as heterotic groups.  For the U.S. Corn Belt they are 
generalized into stiff stalk and non-stiff stalk inbreds, which are traditionally used as females 
and males, respectively. This heterotic pattern breeding style, combined with previously noted 
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homozygosity within inbred groups, are evidence to support the over-dominance theory of 
heterozygous loci contributing to heterosis.  
Furthermore, examination of genetic diversity via a fixation index statistic (FST), among 
balanced groups of stiff stalks, non–stiff stalks and the Iodent subgroup show that there are 
regions of high genetic differentiation between heterotic groups (Beckett et al. 2017). This 
pattern is further supported by research from the University of Illinois Functional Genomics 
Laboratory, which measured allelic divergence between the two heterotic groups using a ∆𝑝 
measurement and found similar levels of divergence for SNP markers. There was also an 
enrichment of divergent SNPs within the previously identified NUtE QTL (Liu 2014).      
Initial research attempted to leverage previously identified quantitative trait loci for NUtE 
efficiency in a breeding program. Recombinant inbred lines from the intermated B73 x Mo17 
(IBM) population (Lee et al. 2002) were selected for enrichment and depletion of positive effect 
alleles at the nine NUtE QTL locations described in Chapter 3.  These inbred IBM lines were 
testcrossed to LH82 and evaluated for NUtE component traits to test whether lines enriched for 
positive effect alleles at the QTL regions would perform better than those depleted of positive 
effect alleles.  This type of summation index selection was unsuccessful in improving the 
population mean for the NUtE traits, likely because the tester in the selection experiment 
differed from the tester used in the original QTL mapping (see Figure 4.1 for overview).  The 
importance of tester is supported by previous research that found significant mean differences 
between testcross populations using B73, IHP1, ILP1 and LH82 as testers (Bubert 2014) 
The results of this summation index selection project, combined with the identification of allelic 
divergence between the two main heterotic groups and its enrichment within NUtE QTL lead to 
the postulation that the positive effect allele state in one inbred is not what matters for hybrid 
performance, but rather the allele state in the hybrid.  The following research aims to test the 
importance of heterozygosity across the genome to hybrid trait values for NUtE and its 






Materials and Methods 
Environmental Variation 
Environmental data is collected on a daily basis by a State Climatologist Office weather station 
located at 40˚ 5’ 3”, -88˚ 14’ 26”, less than a half mile from the field sites used for the NUE 
trials.  Temperature is measured using an electronic Maximum-Minimum Temperature Sensor 
while precipitation is measured using a standard 8-inch rain gauge as described by the State 
Climatologist (Angel 2018). 
Growing degree days (GDD) are calculated as (
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥+𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛
2
) − 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 where Tmax is the maximum 
daily temperature, Tmin is the minimum daily temperature and the values follow the standard 
maize Tmax ceiling of 30˚C, Tmin floor of 10˚C, and base of 10˚C.  
QTL Determination 
The QTL used were as described in Chapter 3.   The mapping population consisted of 243 
IBMRILs used as females in crosses to Illinois High Protein (IHP1).  IHP1 represents the high 
extreme for N uptake and was selected as the tester for this experiment so resulting phenotypic 
differences would be due to the effects of the alleles contributed by the IBM population.  The 
IBMRIL x IHP1 mapping population was grown in 2006 and 2007 in nitrogen response field 
trials as previously described in Chapter 2.  B73xMo17, as well as the parental hybrids 
B73xIHP1 and Mo17xIHP1, were included in each range as reference hybrids. The R6 
sampling scheme and subsequent phenotypic measurements used in the analysis were as 
described in Chapter 2.   
Germplasm  
During the 2014 growing season, testcross hybrids were made between 353 elite ex-plant 
variety patent (ex-PVP) inbreds requested from the USDA-ARS National Genetic Resources 
Program (USDA 2008) and three testers from the different heterotic groups: PH207 (non-Stiff 
Stalk/Iodent), PHG84 (non-Stiff Stalk/Lancaster) and FR1064 (Stiff Stalk) for a total of 787 
unique hybrids.  Crossing all 700 ex-PVP lines by each of the three testers would have been too 
resource intensive, so a selection of crosses were made such that the final population included 
within and between heterotic group crosses.  Additionally, seeds stocks from other hybrids 
created by the Maize Functional Genomic Laboratory using combinations from the germplasm 
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groups described in chapter 2 were accessible for use in this experiment.  Combined, there were 
more than 2,500 hybrid combinations with seed available for inclusion in the population 
selection step.  
Genotyping 
Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), as described by Elshire (2011) is a low cost high throughput 
form of next generation sequencing that results in high density single nucleotide polymorphism 
markers.  As such, SNP markers via GBS have been called for several thousand inbred maize 
lines and were used to assess the genotypic for this experiment. A majority of SNP calls were 
extracted from the partially imputed GBS dataset (version ZeaGBSv2.7) found online in the 
Panzea GBS data repository (Zhao et al. 2006).  This dataset contained more than 17,000 public 
taxa with 955,690 SNP genotypes determined using the Elshire et al protocol (2011) and the 
ApeKI enzyme.  An additional 700 inbreds were grown in the summer of 2014 for analysis.  
Tissue samples were collected and DNA was extracted using a CTAB based DNA prep (Saghai-
Maroof et al. 1984).   These samples were then sent to the Cornell Institute for Genomic 
Diversity where GBS libraries were prepared and analyzed using the same Elshire protocol. 
SNP calls were done using the Institute’s extensive tagsOnPhysicalMap (.topm) file, which 
provided high quality SNP imputation across the genome at the same 955,690 sites available in 
the Panzea dataset (Glaubitz et al. 2014).   
Population Selection 
Hybrids with available seed were filtered based on their parental genotypes representation in the 
GBS dataset.  GBS data was then filters to contain only inbreds that were the parent of an 
available seed stock.  Loci were filtered to exclude those lines with more than 10% missing 
data. Using B73 SNP calls as a reference, each locus across the genome for all taxa were 
converted to a B for a B73-like SNP (stiff stalk) or an M for a non-B73-like SNP (non-stiff 
stalk).  Hybrid genotypes were created in silico from the inbred GBS genotypes for all hybrid 
lines available in the Maize Functional Genomic Laboratory seed database, including the ex-
PVP test cross population previously mentioned from 2014.  Genome wide heterozygosity was 
calculated as the proportion of genome wide heterozygous loci divided by the total number of 
loci with SNP calls.  Homozygosity was calculated as the proportion of homozygous loci 
divided by the total number of loci with SNP calls.  
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Lines with the highest proportion of heterozygosity were selected to create a new population 
with maximized heterozygosity across the genome.  Control populations were selected to 
maximize homozygosity for the Stiff Stalk allele and for the non-Stiff Stalk allele.  The 
population selection process was repeated using only the SNPs located within the NUtE QTL 
flanking markers as noted in Figure 4.1, and again using only the SNPs that fall within the QTL 
regions and have a ∆𝑝 > 0.5.  
Field Trials  
Field trails for this experiment were conducted in 2015 and 2016 under field conditions as 
described in Chapter 2. For this experiment, genotypes were grown in low N conditions twice 
and in one rep of paired high and low N conditions.  
Field Sampling 
Plants were sampled at R6, or physiological maturity, using the process described in Chapter 2. 
All grain was analyzed for moisture, protein, oil, and starch on a Perten DA7200 Near Infrared 
analyzer as a whole kernel sample.   
Calculations and Statistical Analysis 
To assess the divergence of allele frequencies a Δp between stiff stalk (SS) and non-stiff stalk 
(NSS) germplasm groups was calculated: 
∆𝑝 = (𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑖𝑛 179 𝑆𝑆 − 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑖𝑛 1817 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑) +
       (𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑖𝑛 187 𝑁𝑆𝑆 − 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑖𝑛 1817 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑)  
Fishers exact test was used to determine population enrichment based on a 2 x 2  contingency 
table with whole genome and QTL regions as variables and total SNP vs divergent SNPs as 
states.  Total and divergent SNP counts were from a SNP data set filtered to 681,257 SNPs as 
described in Liu (2014). 
Total nitrogen utilization is calculated as total biomass divided by total plant nitrogen, while 
grain nitrogen utilization is calculated as grain biomass divided by total plant nitrogen.  Unless 
otherwise noted, a NUtE values refer to total nitrogen utilization rather than grain utilization.  
Grain yields are adjusted to 0% moisture for direct comparison to stover values.  
Response to nitrogen is calculated as  
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑁 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑−𝐿𝑜𝑤 𝑁 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑁 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
 (Krienke 2015). 
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Multiple mean comparisons are Tukey’s Honestly Significant Differences (HSD) with an alpha 
of 0.05 as calculated by the HSD.test() function in the agricolae package for R (de Mendiburu 
2017). Box plots are constructed using the boxplot() function from the R base graphics package.  
The top and bottom hinges represent the first and third quartiles, while the middle line 
represents the median.  Top and bottom whiskers extend 1.5*Inter-quartile range from the 
hinge.  
Results and Discussion 
SNP Divergence 
A previous publication examining genetic diversity in available ex-PVP germplasm calculated 
an overall FST of .1361, indicating a divergence of SNPs between heterotic groups (Beckett et 
al. 2017).  This was confirmed by Liu (2014), who determined that among 681,257 SNPs, 2,250 
were found to have allele frequencies of occurrence that varied by more than 0.5 between 
heterotic groups.  We considered a divergence value greater than 0.5 as a threshold based on the 
fact that divergence values greater than 0.5 could only occur if allele frequencies in both 
heterotic groups deviated strongly from the neutral expectation of an allele frequency of 0.5 
within a group.  Only one quarter of these divergent SNPs were found between a start and stop 
codon and classified as genic.  Interestingly, there is an enrichment for divergent SNPs within 
those regions associated with the nine NUtE QTL.  Of only 1,974 SNPs within those regions, 18 
are divergent between the two heterotic groups (P=0.0002; Fisher’s Exact). The divergence of 
SNPs between heterotic pools is supportive of the over-dominance theory of breeding, at least 
for NUtE traits.  Commercial breeding programs only make between pool crosses, rather than 
within, so their proven hybrid construction scheme favors heterozygosity.  If this is the case, 
then it would stand to reason that phenotypic selection drove SNPs apart at a high frequency in 
regions containing causal genes for important traits.  The enrichment of divergent SNPs in the 
NUtE QTL as compared to the entire genome indicates that this is the case.   
Heterozygous Population Construction 
Since commercial breeding programs focus on between-group crosses, most public research 
using ex-PVP germplasm uses hybrids created through a diallel type crossing scheme.  These 
schemes maintain the traditional stiff stalk by non-stiff stalk female by male cross, and while 
reciprocal crosses are often made (non-stiff stalk by stiff stalk), they only rarely create the 
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within-group hybrids that are needed as controls to test for the contribution of heterozygosity to 
trait performance.  In order to adjust for this oversight, new hybrids were created using inbred 
combination without regard to traditional heterotic pool pairings.  A diallel with all available 
ex-PVPs was not resource efficient, so inbreds from both the stiff stalk and non-stiff stalk 
heterotic pools were crossed by representatives from all three major groups – PH207 (non-Stiff 
Stalk/Iodent), PHG84 (non-Stiff Stalk/Lancaster) and FR1064 (Stiff Stalk) – ensuring the 
creation of both within and between group crosses, and most importantly, a diversity of 
heterozygous states.   
This new germplasm, created during the growing season of 2014, was added to the database of 
previously available seed stock resulting in more than 2,500 hybrids with available seed (Figure 
4.2, Panel A).  Hybrids were selected for inclusion based on their genetic data, so genotypic 
data was collected from public databases and from SNP information obtained via the Cornell 
pipeline.  Just over 400 inbred parents overlapped existing germplasm and had genetic marker 
data. Of the potential hybrids those inbreds could make, 887 were available for field testing and 
could move forward in the selection process.   
Like many genetic studies that use GBS, data for the 411 included inbreds was filtered to 
remove any samples that had more than ten percent missing data, which is usually indicative of 
a bad sequencing library.  This filtering resulted in a SNP dataset of 585,360 markers. Of those, 
46% were fixed across all lines and couldn’t provide any information for this analysis (Figure 
4.3). In many GBS studies, marker information would then be filtered to eliminate lines with 
low minor allele frequencies under the assumption that those were incorrect calls made during 
the SNP determination pipeline.  That assumption disregards the fact that these low MAF SNPs 
could provide unique genetic diversity and could be low frequency drivers for genetic gain 
(Linck et al. 2018).  Since the goal of this study was to create unique allele pairings, low MAF 
SNPs remained in the data set for a total of 314,246 SNPs.    
The genotypes were compared to B73 SNP calls across the genome and converted to a B (B73-
like) or an M (non-B73 like) in order to maintain their parental similarity, so each of the three 
allelic classes (BB, BM, MM) was identifiable for further analysis.  The in silico hybrids were 
then created with either a BB, BM, or MM at each loci for each hybrid combination (Figure 4.2, 
Panel B).  Across all loci for all hybrids, almost 85% were BB combinations, while only 4% 
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were MM.  This could be a product of ascertainment bias toward B73 since the original SNPs 
were called against B73 and the coding was called against B73 as the reference. The low 
proportion of MM loci reinforced the importance of using a coding system rather than selecting 
by base calls for homozygosity and heterozygosity, as the MM and BB alleles would have been 
grouped together as homozygous.   
For each of the 887 hybrids, a proportion of BB, BM, and MM calls could be calculated.  These 
proportions were then used to create three populations, which maximized the number of BB 
calls, BM calls, or MM calls across the entire genome.  As a way to validate the nine previously 
described NUtE QTL, the SNP dataset was filtered down to the 12,993 markers located within 
those loci and another set of populations were selected to maximize each of the allele classes.  
Finally, as a way to test the theory that breeding has driven divergence at alleles with causal 
variants, the same population selection was implemented using only the 18 divergent SNPs 
(Δp>0.5) within the QTL regions.  Lines were only selected for testing if they were within the 
top 5% for that marker class proportion.  The populations selected on SNPs within QTL are 
smaller because missing marker data in those calculations disproportionately affected the 
marker class proportions and so needed be excluded from selection (Figure 4.2, Panel C).  
Hybrids were also allowed to be in multiple selection levels for the same marker class, which 
was common between the whole genome and within QTL selection levels (Table 4.1).     
Between Year Comparisons 
The test populations were grown in 2015 and 2016 and assessed for NUtE under two replicates 
of unpaired low N and one additional replicate of paired high and low N to determine nitrogen 
response.   A comparison of each entry in 2015 and 2016 indicates that NUtE showed very little 
variation between years, with the exception of some outliers with very low grain biomass 
(Figure 4.4, Panel A).  Harvest index, as a function of biomass measurements, also showed little 
year to year variation (Figure 4.4, Panel B).  As such, the years were combined for further 
analysis.  
NUtE Component Traits and Heterozygosity 
When compared across heterozygous populations, grain biomass and stover biomass both show 
higher trait values for the heterozygous BM allele state as compared to the BB or MM 
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homozygous state (Figure 4.5). Interestingly, this is true at all three selection levels, from 
genome wide to the selection based only on heterotic divergent SNPs. Of particular note is that 
the BB state produces greater stover biomass than the MM allele state, indicating perhaps the 
stiff stalk heterotic group, from which B73 is derived, is the major contributor to stover 
biomass.  Harvest index (HI), however, shows a different trend where the BM group is slightly 
higher than BB, and the MM group is slightly higher than the BM group.  This could indicate 
that, unlike stover and grain biomass, HI is not a heterotic trait, but a more likely interpretation 
is that the depression in biomass in the two homozygous states is of the same magnitude for 
stover and grain, such that the ratio of the two (HI) is the same across classes. This trend for HI 
is not observed for the groups selected on the basis of the divergent within-QTL SNPs, 
suggesting these SNPs are not strongly associated with HI.   
The grain N trait shows a similar trend to the biomass traits, where the heterozygous state has 
higher values compared to both homozygous states at all levels (Figure 4.6).  Stover N, 
however, shows a depression for the MM homozygous state compared to both heterozygotes 
and the BB homozygous state. When selected on heterotic divergent SNPs only, stover N does 
show the BM preference. These results show that stover N is perhaps influenced by heterosis to 
a lesser degree than biomass traits. Additionally, the change in pattern from the within QTL 
selection level and the divergent heterotic SNP selection level could indicate that the causal 
SNPs for the stover N trait, hasn’t been identified in these QTL. Another likely scenario is that 
the lack of selection for this trait by breeders means that the SNPs related to its causal genes 
have not been driven to divergence and were not captured in this data set.  The comparison of 
populations for the NUtE trait is very similar to the stover N results because of the influence of 
stover N on the NUtE calculation.  
The use of paired plots allows for the direct comparison of grain biomass at high and low N 
(Figure 4.7). Both 2015 and 2016 have regression slopes that deviate from one, indicating that 
grain biomass had a nitrogen response each year when supplemental N was added.  This is 
confirmed with the calculation of non-zero population means for response to N across allele 
states and selection levels (Figure 4.7).  When compared between states and levels, however, 
there is no indication that the response to nitrogen is impacted by heterotic state.  While grain 
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biomass is a heterotic trait, the response of that biomass to supplemental N does not seem to be 
influenced by heterozygous or homozygous allele states.  
An interesting observation in the comparisons across the traits is the consistency between the 
population distributions for the whole genome selection level and the within QTL selection 
level.   While there is rarely a computational limitation in commercial breeding, there are 
applications where computational intensity is a limiting factor.  This results show that an 
informed filtering of SNP marker data can provide the same results with far less required 
computing power.  In this situation using just basic QTL information, without gene 
identification or validation steps, reduced the marker data set by more than 90% and provide 
similar results.  
Heterotic Patterns within Test and Control Subsets 
The hybrids included in the test and control populations at all three SNP levels were selected 
based on their allelic heterozygosity, without regard for hybrid heterotic patterns.  As previously 
mentioned, commercial breeding programs utilize crosses between the stiff stalk and non-stiff 
stalk heterotic pools.  If historic phenotypic selection for members of the two pools drove allele 
divergence, then selection for heterozygous hybrids would result in an enrichment for between 
group crosses (stiff stalk by non-stiff stalk) and selection for homozygous hybrids will enrich 
for within group crosses (stiff stalk by stiff stalk or non-stiff stalk by non-stiff stalk). A 
retrospective look at heterotic patterns within the subsets created in this study show that the 
heterozygous subsets (BM) do show an enrichment of between-group crosses (Table 4.2).  At 
the whole genome and QTL selection levels there were only 1 and 2 hybrids, respectively, in the 
heterozygous subset that were within-group crosses.  The opposite was true in the homozygous 
subsets where nearly all of the crosses were within-group.  One exception is in the heterozygous 
group selected on heterotic divergent SNPs, which had three within-group non-stiff stalk 
crosses and only one between-group.  Interestingly, all three of the within-group crosses had 
LH82 as a parent, which is an Iodent-type non-stiff stalk, indicating that Iodent lines may be 
categorized as non-stiff stalk but contain more B73 like alleles than the rest of their heterotic 
pool. Finally, as a confirmation of the effectiveness of the process used to develop these 
populations, all of the within-group crosses for the MM populations were non-stiff stalk by non-




The effect of tester selection in previous research indicated the importance of hybrid allele state 
in predicting hybrid performance.  This was further validated by a divergence of alleles between 
the two main heterotic pools in commercial breeding – the Stiff Stalks and Non-Stiff Stalks.  
This divergence was likely driven by breeders during selection and should be stronger at the 
loci of interest for traits under selection.  Test populations maximized for heterozygosity and 
control populations maximized for homozygosity of like-B73 and unlike-B73 were used to test 
the importance of heterozygosity in hybrid performance.  The results of a two year replicated 
trial showed a preference for heterozygosity for heterotic traits including grain biomass, stover 
biomass, and grain N.  Other traits, including stover N, harvest index, NUtE and response to 
nitrogen, did not show a preference for heterozygosity.  Finally, the consistency between results 
using a full SNP marker set and a set filtered to less than ten percent of the size based on 
regions of interest that would have selection based divergence (in this instance QTL regions), 
indicate that computational intensity for this type of data set can be drastically reduced with 




























  Inbred Phenos  Inbred Calls  in silico Hybrids  
B73  1 2 3  1 2 3  1x2 1x3 2x3  
T  T T G  B B M  BB BM BM  
T  T G G  B M M  BM BM MM  
G  G G T  B B M  BB BM BM  
          66 0 0 % BB homozygous 
          33 100 66 % BM heterozygous 








 Number of Genotypes 
BB 23 24 6 
BM 22 20 4 
MM 29 29 20 













Inbreds 2,626  
Hybrids with 
Available Seed 
411 inbreds x 411 inbreds 
= 
168,921  
potential in silico hybrids 
 
   887  
in silico 
         hybrids 
Figure 4.2 Population Construction for Heterozygosity Tests. (Panel A) Filtering of 
genotypic data set by available seed to minimize computational intensity of population 
construction (Panel B) Example of conversion from Hapmap format to B/M format and 
calculation of heterozygous proportion (Panel C) Summary of number of genotypes in each 
















Figure 4.3 Genome Wide Allelic Diversity. Comparison of 585,521 SNPs between 409 diverse taxa.  
Histogram shows distribution of minor allele frequency.  Pie chart shows delineation of traditional SNP 
filtering criteria. 
Minor allele frequency 











































Whole Genome Within QTL Heterotic Divergent Whole Genome Within QTL Heterotic Divergent Whole Genome Within QTL Heterotic Divergent
2369 x FR1064 2369 x FR1064 IB014 x 207 5707 x FR1064 29MIBZ2 x FR1064 B97 x LH82 1538 x 207 1538 x 207 2369 x 207
2MA22 x FR1064 2MA22 x FR1064 IBB15 x 207 740 x FR1064 5707 x FR1064 LH82 x H99 29MIBZ2 x 207 29MIBZ2 x 207 29MIBZ2 x 207
764 x FR1064 764 x FR1064 L127 x 207 78551S x FR1064 6103 x FR1064 PHBA6 x 207 83IBI3 x 207 83IBI3 x 207 HB8229 x 207
78010 x FR1064 78010 x FR1064 L135 x 207 BCC03 x FR1064 IB014 x FR1064 PHG47 x LH82 IB014 x 207 IB014 x 207 IB014 x 207
793 x FR1064 793 x FR1064 L155 x 207 E8501 x FR1064 ICI193 x FR1064 IB02 x 207 IB02 x 207 IB02 x 207
794 x FR1064 794 x FR1064 LIBC4 x 207 J8606 x FR1064 J8606 x FR1064 IBB15 x 207 IBB15 x 207 IBB15 x 207
CR14 x FR1064 CR14 x FR1064 LH51 x FR1064 LH57 x FR1064 IBC2 x 207 IBC2 x 207 J8606 x 207
CS405 x FR1064 CS405 x FR1064 LH54 x FR1064 LH93 x FR1064 J8606 x 207 J8606 x 207 Ky21 x LH82
ICI740 x FR1064 ICI740 x FR1064 LH57 x FR1064 MQ305 x FR1064 L127 x 207 L127 x 207 L127 x 207
ICI893 x FR1064 ICI893 x FR1064 LH59 x FR1064 Pa91 x FR1064 L135 x 207 L135 x 207 L135 x 207
LH191 x FR1064 LH163 x FR1064 LH60 x FR1064 PHJ75 x FR1064 L155 x 207 L155 x 207 L155 x 207
LH206 x FR1064 LH191 x FR1064 LH61 x FR1064 PHN34 x FR1064 LIBC4 x 207 LIBC4 x 207 LH85 x 207
LH209 x FR1064 LH206 x FR1064 LH93 x FR1064 PHN47 x FR1064 OQ403 x 207 OQ403 x 207 LH93 x 207
LH222 x FR1064 LH209 x FR1064 MBST x FR1064 PHP55 x FR1064 PHG29 x 207 PHG29 x 207 LIBC4 x 207
OQ603 x 207 LH222 x FR1064 Pa91 x FR1064 PHP76 x FR1064 PHG72 x 207 PHG72 x 207 Pa91 x 207
OQ603 x FR1064 OQ603 x 207 PHBA6 x FR1064 PHR25 x FR1064 PHG83 x 207 PHG83 x 207 PHK05 x 207
PHJ65 x 207 OQ603 x FR1064 PHK76 x FR1064 PHR62 x FR1064 PHJ75 x 207 PHJ75 x 207 PHM10 x 207
PHJ65 x FR1064 PHJ65 x 207 PHW65 x FR1064 PHW30 x FR1064 PHJ90 x 207 PHJ90 x 207 PHM10 x PHG84
PHJ90 x 207 PHJ65 x FR1064 S8326 x FR1064 PHW86 x FR1064 PHK42 x 207 PHK42 x 207 PHN47 x 207
PHV07 x FR1064 PHJ90 x 207 WIL900 x FR1064 S8324 x 207 PHM10 x 207 PHM10 x 207 PHW30 x 207
S8324 x FR1064 PHV07 x FR1064 WIL901 x FR1064 PHM81 x 207 PHM49 x 207
W8304 x FR1064 S8324 x FR1064 WIL903 x FR1064 PHN11 x 207 PHM81 x 207
W8555 x FR1064 W8304 x FR1064 PHN47 x 207 PHN11 x 207
W8555 x FR1064 PHN82 x 207 PHN82 x 207
PHP02 x 207 PHP02 x 207
PHP55 x 207 PHP55 x 207
PHR25 x 207 PHR25 x 207
PHW30 x 207 PHW30 x 207
Q381 x 207 Q381 x 207
BMBB MM
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Figure 4.4 Yearly Comparison of Heterozygous Test Populations. Each data point 
represents a genotype plot grown under the same conditions in each of the year 
replications.  (Panel A) Paired comparison of hybrid line nitrogen utilization 
efficiency between 2015 and 2016 (R2=0.57). (Panel B) Paired comparison of 







































Whole Genome Within QTL Divergent SNP 
Figure 4.5 Biomass Trait Comparisons for Heterozygous Test Populations. Grain biomass, Stover biomass and harvest 
index are compared for all test and control subsets.  Means separations are significant at α=0.05 
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Figure 4.6 Nitrogen Content Trait Comparisons for Heterozygous Test Populations. Grain nitrogen, stover nitrogen, and 
nitrogen utilization efficiency are compared for all test and control subsets.  Means separations are significant at α=0.05. 
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Figure 4.8 Nitrogen Response Comparisons for Heterozygous Test Populations. (Panel 
A) Genotypic response to supplemental nitrogen as determined in paired plot 
experiments. 2015 and 2016 are regressed independently. (Panel B) Grain biomass 
rResponse to nitrogen compared for all test and control subsets.  Means separations are 
significant at α=0.05. 
Whole Genome Within QTL Divergent SNP 
a  a   b   a  a  b   a  a   a   
y = 0.71x + 76.72     R2=0.276 
y = 0.88x + 48.84     R2=0.48 
Figure 4.7 Nitrogen Response Comparisons for Heterozygous Test Populations. (Panel 
A) Genotypic response to supplemental nitrogen as determined in paired plot 
experiments. 2015 and 2016 are gressed indep ndently. (Panel B) Response t  nitrogen 











 Number of Genotypes 
 WithinGroup (BetweenGroup) 
BB 19 (4) 19 (5) 6 (0) 
BM 1 (22) 2 (18) 3 (1) 
MM 26 (3) 26 (3) 16 (4) 
        
# SNPs 314,236 12,993 18 
Table 4.2 Heterotic Patterns within Populations.  
Heterotic pattern counts for the individuals included 
in the test and control subset populations.  Within-
group crosses (stiff stalk x stiff stalk or non-stiff stalk 
x non-stiff stalk) as number compared to between-
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES AND TABLE 
 
 
2011 - West 
2012 - East 
2013 - West 
 
N 
0  300  kg/ha 
Figure A.1 Estimated Soil N 2011-2017. Soil N as determined by total N in low nitrogen 
plots overlaid on field maps for each year from 2011 to 2017.  All maps refer to the same 
field, M18, odd years were on the west side and even years were on the east side.  Soil N 
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Figure A.2 Relationship between all genotyped inbreds. Phylogeny of all genotyped inbred 
lines included in the dissertation, based on neighbor joining of identity by descent 
comparisons.  Branches are colored by group based on Supplemental File B.1: Photoperiod 
sensitive (green), US-Brazilian (purple), Intermated B73 x Mo17 (blue), Illinois Protein 












Figure A.2 (cont.) 
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Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
V8, R1, R6 V8, R1, R6 V8, R1, R6 R6 R6 R6 R6 R6 R6 R6 R6 R6 R6 R6 R6
Inbred N Rates 0, 56, 112 0, 225 0, 225 50 0 0,100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100
N Rates 0, 200 0, 225 0, 225 0, 200 50, 250 0, 250 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200
Testers FR1064 B73, FR1064 B73, FR1064 B73 * B73, Mo17* B73, Mo17* LH82 LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82
Inbred N Rates 0, 225 0 0, 200 0 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100
N Rates 0, 200 0, 75, 150, 225 0, 75, 150, 225 90 0, 225 0, 200 50, 250 0, 250 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200
Testers B73 B73 B73 B73, IHP1 B73 B73 B73, ILP1, IHP1 ILP1, IHP1, LH82 LH82 LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82
Inbred N Rates 0, 225 0 0 0 0, 100 0, 100
N Rates 0, 225 0, 200 50, 250 0, 250 0, 200 0, 200
Testers ILP1, IHP1 ILP1, IHP1 ILP1, IHP1, LH82 ILP1, IHP1, LH82 LH82 LH82
Inbred N Rates 0, 56, 112 100 50 0, 100
N Rates 0, 84, 168, 252 0, 84, 168, 253 100 50, 250 0, 225 0, 200
Testers Mo17 B73, Mo17 B73 B73, Mo17 B73 B73, Mo17
Inbred N Rates 0, 225 0 0 0, 100 0, 100 50
N Rates 0, 225 0, 200 50, 250 0, 250 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200
Testers B73 B73 B73, ILP1, IHP1 ILP1, IHP1, LH82 LH82 LH82 PH207, FR1064, Various
Inbred N Rates 0, 225 0 0, 200 0 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100 0, 100
N Rates 0, 75, 150, 225 0, 75, 150, 225 0, 225 0, 200 50, 250 0, 225 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200 0, 200
Testers B73 B73 B73 B73, ILP1 B73, ILP1, IHP1 B73 LH82 LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82 B73, LH82
















Table A.1 Summary of germplasm, testers, N rates, and stages sampled for each year of the experiment from 2003-2017. V8 and 
R1 stages were only sampled from 2003-2005. Tester options include B73, IHP1, ILP1, FR1064, Mo17, and LH82. N Rates are in 
kg/ha and ranged from 0 to 250. Grey squares indicate populations that were not included in trials that year. *indicates years when 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.3 Summary of environmental conditions for the duration of the studies. (Panel A) Average monthly 
precipitation in inches (blue bars) compared to the 20 year average for that month (orange line). (Panel B) Maximum 
minimum and monthly temps (box and whiskers) compared to the 20 year average for that month (orange, green, and 
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Figure A.4 Distribution of Inbred Grain Biomass for High and Low Nitrogen by Year. 
(Panel A) Distribution of 737 high nitrogen inbred samples by year, inset includes mean, 
groups from Tukey’s HSD test and p-value of Fligner –Killeen test for homogeneity of 
variance. (Panel B) Distribution of 1,384 low nitrogen inbred samples by year, inset includes 
mean, groups from Tukey’s HSD test and p-value of Fligner –Killeen test for homogeneity 
of variance.  Years were combined if means were not statistically significant at α=.05 (same 
HSD letter) and variances were not statistically different α=.05 (F-K greater than 0.05) 
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Figure A.5 Distribution of Inbred Grain Biomass for High and Low Nitrogen by Germplasm 
Group. (All Panels) Grey distribution represents all 2,121 inbred observations from 2003-
2017. (Panel A) Kernel density distribution of 407 high nitrogen inbred observations by 
germplasm group, inset includes mean, groups from Tukey’s HSD test and p-value of Fligner 
–Killeen test for homogeneity of variance. (Panel B) Distribution of 896 low nitrogen inbred 
observations by year, inset includes mean, groups from Tukey’s HSD test and p-value of 
Fligner –Killeen test for homogeneity of variance.  Years were combined if means were not 
statistically significant at α=.05 (same HSD letter) and variances were not statistically 
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Figure A.6 Distribution of Hybrid Grain Biomass for High and Low Nitrogen by Year. (Panel 
A)Distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 3,177 high nitrogen hybrid observations by year. 
Inset includes mean, groups from Tukey’s HSD test and p-value of Fligner –Killeen test for 
homogeneity of variance (Panel B) Distribution of 4,646 low nitrogen hybrid samples by year. 
Inset includes mean, groups from Tukey’s HSD test and p-value of Fligner –Killeen test for 
homogeneity of variance.  Years were combined if means were not statistically significant at 
α=.05 (same HSD letter) and variances were not statistically different α=.05 (F-K greater than 
0.05) 
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Figure A.7 Distribution of Hybrid Grain Biomass for High and Low Nitrogen by Tester 
Group. (All Panels) Grey distribution represents all 8,845 hybrid observations from 2003-
2017. (Panel A) Kernel density distribution of grain biomass (g/plant) for 2,500 high nitrogen 
hybrid observations by tester group. Inset includes mean, groups from Tukey’s HSD test and 
p-value of Fligner –Killeen test for homogeneity of variance (Panel B) Distribution of 3,774 
low nitrogen hybrid samples by tester group. Inset includes mean, groups from Tukey’s HSD 
test and p-value of Fligner –Killeen test for homogeneity of variance.  Years were combined if 
means were not statistically significant at α=.05 (same HSD letter) and variances were not 




































y = 1.9161x - 13.934    R² = 0.9071


























Figure A.8 Environmental Variation in Genomic Selection Model. 2009 grain protein data for 101 IPSRI inbreds was 
used as a training population to make genomic predictions for a broader test set of 376 inbreds grown in 2014, including 
the training populations. The genomic predictions for the training set were compared to the actual protein values in 
2009 (blue) and 2014 (orange).  Because the training set was phenotyped in 2009, those comparisons represent within-
year predictions.  The 2014 comparisons represent between-year predictions.  The difference between the two models 
includes error caused by year to year variation.  
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APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTAL FILE 
 
Supplemental File B.1 Genotype List with Groups and Pedigrees. 
All genotypes used in this study are included. The “Variation” column indicates if the line was 
included in the diversity calculations as an inbred or part of a hybrid.  “NResponse” indicates if 
the line was included in the N response calculations as an inbred or part of a hybrid. “IPS_GS”  
indicates if the line was used in the genomic predictions in Chapter 3. “Het Group” designates if 
the lines were used as part of a hybrid included in the heterotic pattern data set and which 
heterotic pool they belong to.  “Germplasm Group” indicates if the line was included in a 
germplasm group for diversity analysis in Chapter 2. Undetermined germplasm groups were 
decided using either Romay et al (2013) or Beckett et al (2017) as indicated.  Pedigree sources 
were from (a) Beckett et al (2017) or (b) plant variety patent applications. GBS Taxa names and 
efer to the genotypes name as used in the GBS data source. 
“JBubert_SuppFile_B1_Genotype_List.xlsx”  
 
 
